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ABSTRACT
THE EFFECT OF PREFERRED VISUAL AESTHETIC ON FOCUSED
ATTENTION, USE INTENTION, AND PERSISTENCE IN AN
INSTRUCTIONAL SIMULATION
Don Grady Robison
Old Dominion University, 2015
Director: Dr. Ginger Watson
Three experiments were conducted investigating the motivational effects of
attractive visual aesthetic on focused attention, future use intentions, and discretionary
use of a desktop instructional simulation. Participants included 90 ship-handling
students from a Merchant Marine academy in the northeastern United States; 91 % of
the participants were male, and 9% were female, the mean age for participants was

20.97 years. Employing a pc-based desktop ship-handling training simulation, a
“preferred aesthetic” was identified using paired comparisons with a relevant target
audience. Two identical simulations were then developed, one incorporating the
preferred visual aesthetic and one incorporating a neutral visual aesthetic treatment.
Both were identical in every other respect. Experiment 1 (Focused Attention) explored
the effects of preferred aesthetic on focused attention: 30 participants viewed 12
screenshots from the two versions of the simulation and their visual response was
measured using an eye tracker. Experiment 2 (User Preference) identified the elements
of participant preference. The 30 participants from experiment 1 viewed 8 different
visual designs for the same scene in the simulation, and completed an 18 item semantic
differential evaluation for each screen treatment. Experiment 3 (Persistence and Use)
investigated persistence related to simulation aesthetic and future use intent, 60

participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups: 30 participants used the
preferred aesthetic version of the simulation and 30 participants used a neutral aesthetic
version of the simulation. Discretionary use of the simulation and learner posttest
performance was measured and analyzed. These participants also completed a
questionnaire regarding their intentions to use the simulation in the future. Participants
in the preferred aesthetic group were significantly more likely to express intent to load
the simulation on their personal computer (M=5.7, SD= 1.24) than the neutral aesthetic
group (M = 4.76 , SD = 1.69), t(58) = 2.436, p<.05, d = .64; and participants in the
neutral aesthetic group were significantly more likely to express intention to not use the
simulation again (M = 4.76, SD = 1.64) versus participants in the preferred aesthetic
group (M=5.7, SD= 1.48), ?(58)=2.09,p<05, d =.55. Participants indicated a preference
for moderately complex full color images in the semantic differential experiment
supporting Berlyne’s arousal theory. There were no significant differences between
simulation aesthetic treatment groups for eye tracking, simulation discretionary use, or
simulation posttest performance.

Copyright, 2014, by Don Grady Robison, All Rights Reserved.

This dissertation is dedicated to the idea that it is not the instruction that matters
most, nor is it really the learning (though that is important). What matters most is what
learners do with the world after they have been taught. Will learners invest their
knowledge, skills, and perspectives in making it better?
Fredrick Buechner said that our mission is where our “great gladness meets the
world’s deep need.” In effective instructional design we have a unique opportunity to
enhance that mission accomplishment. Our part is to take the “great gladness” people
bring, and give it power. We strengthen it with skills and perspective. Our part is to
make learners more effective in changing their world.
This dissertation is dedicated to that end: that the instruction we design will
ultimately contribute to a world changed for the better.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Helen of Troy is said to have been so beautiful that Sparta and Troy fought a
war over her. Christopher Marlowe described her as having

. .the face that launched a

thousand ships” (1592, 5.1.95). Such things make for great stories and compelling
plays. On a personal level, that we are motivated to make choices so that we may
experience beauty is common sense. We see it in our choice of homes, cars, furniture,
entertainment and mates. On the surface and in personal experience, beauty appears to
have a strong motivational impact. From an instructional design perspective, beauty—
or attractive visual aesthetic—is also an important consideration. Yet, when
instructional designers make decisions about how or when to incorporate attractive
visual aesthetic in their instructional products, they operate without strong evidentiary
support for their design decisions (Manning & Lawless, 2011).
Learner motivation is so important that key learning theories, behavioral and
social learning theories among them, define learning in terms of motivation—what
people will choose to do and the intensity with which they will do them is central to
these theories. As multimedia instruction in the form of tutorials, games, and
simulations continues to proliferate, the need to understand the motivational issues
related to them grows in importance (Jonassen, 1988). A key challenge in learner
motivation in multimedia learning is understanding the effect of visual aesthetic in
capturing and keeping the learner’s attention.
This topic is important for three reasons. First, it is possible that the visual
aesthetic of simulation graphics holds a primary place in learner motivation to persist
and then succeed in the simulation learning experience. Second, the decision to invest
energy and resource in the development of high quality simulation graphics is currently
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a function of individual project manager preference or the availability of money. It
would be much better if research-based heuristics guided decisions about such
investment. Third, drawing on relevant research from other disciplines, there is a
generalized positive impact associated with attractive visual aesthetics. The unanswered
issue for instructional designers is whether these positive impacts of attractive visual
aesthetics extend to valued learning outcomes (Manning & Lawless, 2011).
Framing Concepts
In these experiments the effects of attractive visual aesthetic on dimensions of
motivation were investigated: initial engagement, user intentions to continue the
learning experience, and observed measures of persistence. Berlyne’s (1971) arousal
theory, and specifically his contention that beauty is motivating, served as foundational
concepts for the study. In addition, a more recent series of studies that together point to
the generalized positive effects of attractive visual aesthetic on interpersonal judgments,
computer interface usability, and website credibility also framed the research.
What is motivation? Motivation is about why people do what they do. Simply
defined, it is what people desire, choose to do, and commit to do (Keller, 2009). It is an
internal process, but can be inferred from observed choices, effort, intensity, and
persistence. It is what initiates behavior, controls its intensity, maintains behavior, stops
behavior, and mediates choice (Weiner, 1992). The study of motivation should also be
focused on how goal-oriented activity is initiated and sustained (Ford, 1992; Schunk,
Pintrich, & Meece, 2002). It is helpful to recall that the word “motivate” is a derivative
of the Latin word, movere, which simply means “to move.” Motivation, then, in its
broadest sense, is about what makes people move.
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Learner motivation is focused on those factors that affect a learner’s engagement
with the task of learning (Schunk et al., 2002). It is focused on what captures his or her
attention, what keeps it, the intensity of energy expended and relevant goals. It can be
thought of in two ways, as either stimulating and empowering a learner’s intrinsic
motivation; or, as providing extrinsic motivators that will energize learner engagement.
Realistically, motivation can be conceived as the product of a system of influences that
are both internal to the learner and external in the learning environment. This research
focused on three dimensions of learner motivation: initial learner engagement, learner
intentions to continue the learning experience, and learner persistence.
Berlyne’s arousal theory. Berlyne’s (1971) foundational premise is that
aesthetic objects evoke an affective response that energizes and directs behavior; or, put
differently, objects with high aesthetic value motivate behavior. His arousal theory
states that people are driven to maintain an optimal level of arousal in order to feel
comfortable. Arousal refers to a state of emotional, intellectual, and physical activity.
By arousal, Berlyne (1971) meant an increased state of energy or intensity. A beautiful
painting would, in Berlyne’s view, increase the affective response. That is, it would
stimulate a psychophysiological response that is detectable using techniques like eye
tracking, electronencephalography (EEG), or electrogalvanic skin response
measurement (Berlyne, 1971).
This “excited” state provides energy to behavior and creates a potential for
action. In addition, the aesthetic response to a visual stimulus, because of its
pleasingness, creates a directional force in the affective behavior that then manifests
itself in choice. Therefore, the aesthetic response energizes behavior and then provides
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direction. This process of exciting activity and then directing it is a motivational
phenomenon by definition.
Berlyne (1971) described the subjective feelings of pleasingness related to
arousal as following the pattern of the Wundt curve (an inverted U). In arousal theory,
the key to understanding behavior is not simply understanding the arousal potential of a
stimulus or context, but also understanding that people and animals are drawn to an
optimal level of stimulation. Too much stimulation (too high a level of arousal), and
the individual will seek a retreat; too little, and the individual will go looking for
arousal. All things being equal, Berlyne (1971) hypothesized that the amount of
pleasure an individual experiences (hedonic value) is greatest at moderate levels of
arousal. In Figure 1, the highest hedonic value is hypothesized at the top of the curve.
“Beautiful is good.” The second conceptual basis for this research was the
expanding line of research that supports the proposition that people project broadly
positive attributes onto attractive objects. Social researchers Dion, Bersheid and Walster
(1972), found that people will judge physically attractive men or women as possessing
more socially desirable traits than less attractive ones. Participants in the experiment
predicted that physically attractive men and women would be happier, hold more
prestigious jobs, and have more successful marriages. Dion et al. concluded that as a
rule individuals project broadly positive attributes onto attractive people, and succinctly
summarized their findings with the phrase, “beautiful is good.”
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Figure 1. Hedonic Value in Terms of the Wundt Curve (Berlyne, 1971, p. 193)
Extending this principle to computer interface design, Tractinsky, Katz, and Ikar
(2000) investigated whether this generalized projection of positive attributes applied to
computer interface design. They presented participants with computer interfaces of
varying aesthetic quality and found that users project positive attributes onto attractive
interfaces. In this case, users rated an attractive interface as more usable than a plain
interface, even when the more attractive interface clearly malfunctioned (i.e., had links
that were not logical, or presented controls that did not work). They concluded that
“beautiful is usable.” These findings were supported by several other studies (Lindgaard
& Dudek, 2003; Sonderegger & Sauer, 2010; Tractinsky, Cokhavi, Kirschenbaum, &
Sharfi, 2006).
Researchers in several different arenas have observed generalized positive
effects of beauty. Examples include interpersonal assessments, computer interface
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usability and website credibility, to name a few. This idea that beauty has a broad
impact perceived positively by beholders is supported by research regarding the
credibility of websites. Fogg et al., (2002) found that participants based assessments of
website credibility and believability primarily on the websites’ visual design. The more
visually appealing the website design, the more users trusted it.
This study builds on the foundation laid by Berlyne (1971) in his research
associated with arousal theory and extends the line of research that demonstrates the
broad positive impact of high visual aesthetic in various arenas. It investigated the
proposition that high visual aesthetic is motivating, and investigated whether or not this
motivation and broad positive effect extends to learner attention, use intentions, and
persistence.
Overview of study. Three true experiments explored this proposition. The
stimulus was a PC-based ship handling simulation developed by graduate students at a
large mid-Atlantic university. The same simulation was presented in both a preferred
aesthetic version and a neutral aesthetic version.
Experiment 1-Focused Attention. Thirty participants viewed screen captures
from both the preferred aesthetic version of the simulation and the neutral aesthetic
version of the simulation. As they viewed the simulation screen captures their eye
movements were recorded, providing a measure of focused attention. This experiment
employed a within subjects design, with all 30 participants viewing screen captures
from both the preferred and neutral aesthetic versions of the simulation. Presentation
order of aesthetic condition was randomly counter-balanced.
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Experiment 2: User Preference. The thirty participants from Experiment 1
(Focused Attention) viewed eight images that depicted different visual treatments of
one scene from the instructional simulation, and then used a semantic differential
instrument to assess the screen treatments. This experiment helped isolate the factors
participants used in assessing their visual preference.
Experiment 3: Persistence and Use Intent Sixty participants were divided into
a preferred aesthetic treatment group and a neutral aesthetic treatment group. They
operated the simulation, then completed a questionnaire that asked them about their
intentions to use the simulation in the future. They were then given an unstructured 10
minutes where they could participate in alternative moderately engaging activities or
use the simulation. Their simulation use data for each trial during this unstructured
period was recorded, providing a measure of persistence. These participants participated
in a skills posttest after the 10 minute unstructured period.
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW
The present experiments centered on the impact that preferred aesthetic has in
an instructional simulation on three dimensions of motivation: focused attention,
intentions to use the simulation in the future, and persistence in use as measured by the
number of trials participants execute.
The Challenge of Operationally Defining “Beauty”
Prior to systematically investigating the relationship of two variables, it was
critical that the variables be operationalized in observable and controllable ways. For
many reasons, the concept of beauty has been difficult to operationalize and this has led
to two key problems in instructional design. First, systematic research into the
motivational effects of visual aesthetic has been hindered. Second, in high-visual
learning contexts like simulations or computer-based tutorials, it is possible that visual
aesthetic is very important, but there is a lack of evidence to support this conclusion.
Idiosyncratic tastes and Zeitgeist effects. Addressing aesthetics in research
has proven to be a complicated task primarily because it is so difficult to operationally
define what is meant by beauty or attractiveness. Research to date has focused primarily
on identifying principles for attractiveness (Crazier & Greenhalgh, 1992). The literature
has focused on the effects of elements like curves, shapes, color, complexity, or
geometric proportions on personal assessments of attractiveness.
Perhaps the Gestalt theorists, Amheim (1966) and Koffka (1940) were correct
when they asserted that it is the pattern and not the elements of a visual that people
judge as attractive or unattractive. Amheim (1966) argued that a focus on the
techniques or discrete elements within a visual object or piece of art completely missed
the message of the piece, and do not predict assessments of aesthetic. Art must be
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assessed upon its meaning, upon the holistic impression it makes. Similarly, Koffka
(1940) proposed that it is an object in its entirety, in its gestalt that is most important.
Zeitgeist effects—the transient fashion trends of a time period or group—
certainly have an impact on perceptions of attractiveness and reduce the likelihood of
discovering durable or generally applicable aesthetic principles (Carbon, 2010).
Further, Crozier and Greenhalgh (1992) in two group experiments with automobile
design preferences, demonstrated that aesthetic taste is so idiosyncratic that general
principles are difficult to articulate.
Operationalizing beauty as preferred aesthetic. If one grants that beauty is so
tied to individual tastes and Zeitgeist effects that it virtually defies operationalization,
then the problem appears to be without solution. And, in fact, research has been stymied
by this challenge (Berlyne, 1971). If, on the other hand, the focus of research is
confined to aesthetic preference rather than the discovery of universally applicable
aesthetic principles, then usable experimental outcomes become more concrete and
attainable.
Arousal Research
Testing arousal theory. Berlyne (1971) based his arousal theory on extensive
laboratory research and generated several testable hypotheses that have been
investigated extensively. Berlyne’s (1971) general premise that aesthetic stimuli evoke
affective responses and that these responses include excitation and directive potential
has been supported in diverse ways. Recent neuroimaging research, for example, has
provided strong support for this general premise (see Cela-Conde et al., 2004).
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Eye tracking markers o f attention and arousal When an individual focuses
attention on a specific point in space, the eye fixates its gaze there, allowing the fovea
to process the object in focus (Duchowski, 2007). Focused attention, then, can be
described in terms of the foveal gaze fixating on a stationary point or smoothly pursuing
a moving point. Attention may be described as diverted when the eye releases from the
point and begins systematically searching the environment (called saccades)
(Carpenter, 1977). Balk et al. (2006) investigated drivers’ attention while talking on cell
phones in a driving simulation. They compared the fixation, smooth visual pursuit, and
saccades variations between drivers talking on the phone and drivers not talking on the
phone. They found that those talking on the phone while driving were not attending to
the road with the same intensity that drivers who were not talking.
To summarize the visual response research findings, the judgment that a visual
stimulus is beautiful involves early affective processing, a chain of cognitive processes,
and even an activity that is similar to the cognitive processing of reward. This
statement is consistent with Berlyne’s (1971) general contention, and develops the
concept to a much more exact level. This research supports the idea that an aesthetically
pleasing stimulus creates a visual response and potentially has a reinforcing value. This
sequence of stimulus processing and conclusion provides a more detailed cognitive
picture of Berlyne’s concept of “hedonic value” and highlights the speed at which an
attractive stimulus will evoke physiological response. Visual response measures have
been shown to be effective for measuring psychophysiological responses of attention
and arousal to attractive stimuli (Djamasbi, Siegel, & Tullis, 2010).
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Laboratory research in arousal theory. The psychophysiological research
described supports Berlyne’s (1971) general premise that aesthetic response is affective
and may energize individuals towards action. Other laboratory research has provided
mixed support for Berlyne’s arousal hypotheses. These findings support, bound, and
sometimes fail to support Berlyne’s principles.
Berlyne (1971) hypothesized that an observer’s pleasure in response to visual
stimuli would increase linearly with complexity until it reaches an optimal point, and
then pleasure would decrease as complexity continues to increase. Several studies
supported this hypothesis. Aitken (Aitken, 1974) studied random polygons and found
that Berlyne’s theory held. Berlyne (1970) conducted several studies that supported this
hypothesis.
Other studies have qualified Berlyne’s (1971) hypothesis regarding complexity
and hedonic value. Hekkert and von Wiergen (1990), for example, in research using
abstract images and representation images (images that were readily identifiable as real
world objects) found that Berlyne’s complexity hypothesis applied to abstract images
but not representational images.
Martindale, Moore and Borkum (1990) conducted eight studies investigating
Berlyne’s (1971) hypothesis that observer pleasure followed the Wundt curve in regards
to complexity of stimulus. Interestingly, they initially expected to confirm the
hypothesis. But, they concluded: “The results are clear-cut. [The results] do not support
the theory (p. 53).” Images of human figures were used by Heinrichs (1984) who did
not find that pleasingness followed the hypothesized inverted U shaped curve.
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A synthesis of this research is that it supports Berlyne’s premise that aesthetic
properties of an object may evoke affective responses in observers and that these
affective responses may both energize and direct behavior. Regarding the hypothesis
that hedonic value (pleasingness) follows the Wundt curve and increases as complexity
increases and then declines as complexity passes the optimal level, the research is
mixed. The most inclusive representation of the findings of existing research is that
Berlyne’s conception of an optimal level of arousal with regard to complexity operates
at times. The relevant issue for the current research, however, is that Berlyne’s (1971)
general premise regarding aesthetic response energizing and directing behavior is
supported in the literature.
Current psychophysiological research supports Berlyne’s (1971) contention that
aesthetic motivates behavior, and other laboratory research provides bounded support.
The research challenge that emerges is one of measuring motivation. Measures such as
visual response, provide a means for measuring the first stage of motivation which is
focused attention. It is important now to lay the groundwork for other measures of
motivation relevent to this research, namely stated intention and persistence.
Intention and Persistence as Measures of Motivation
Stated intention as an indicator of motivation. When learners have a choice,
their observed choices (or stated intentions) indicate their motivation (Keller, 2009;
Schunk et al., 2002). For example, researchers studying preschooler motivation to
engage in picture drawing observed preschoolers during their free play period (Schunk
et al., 2002). Several of the preschoolers engaged in types of drawing behavior, and
motivation towards drawing was measured through the preschoolers’ choice to engage
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in the behavior (Lepper, Greene, & Nisbett, 1973). Observed choice is an explicit
indicator of motivation by definition (Schunk et al., 2002; Weiner, 1992).
The Premack Principle: Choice may be self-reinforcing. In a novel
application of the Premack Principle (1962), it can be argued that choices also represent
reinforcing stimuli. In a landmark experiment with chimpanzees Premack demonstrated
that a “reward” can be any response that is more probable than another. In other words,
those things that an organism (a chimpanzee in this case) chooses to do, serve as
reinforcement for those behaviors that the organism is less likely to do. Therefore, not
only do choices represent motivation, but they represent behaviors that are themselves
reinforcing. This Premack Principle has been used widely in classroom learning
environments as it is a cost-effective means of reinforcement. The teacher provides as
reinforcement those things that the students have already demonstrated they desire to
do.
The relationship of intentions and choice. Intentions, as observed on an
attitude questionnaire, are an indirect measure of choice. The difference between
intention (as measured by a questionnaire, for example) and observed choice is that an
intention indicates a person’s plan or estimate to make a future choice whereas an
observed choice is a simple observation of actual behavior.
Intention and choice are two different but related constructs. Many variables
come to play between the formation of an intention to perform a behavior and its actual
performance. For example, a woman may intend to buy a home, but then realize that the
market, or price of homes in her desired location, preclude the purchase. In a meta
analysis of 87 studies of intention and choice, Sheppard, Hartwick and Warshaw (1988)
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found a high correlation (r=.57) between individuals’ estimates of their future behavior
and their actual behavioral performance. A personal estimate of the likelihood of
performance by an individual is a strong predictor of performance. Sheppard et al.
(1988) found that intention alone, without reference to other decision factors, was not as
robust a predictor of actual behavioral performance (r=.49). Therefore, intention—
particularly as measured by personal estimates of the likelihood of behavior—is a good
measure of motivation, but is not as robust a measure as observed choice itself.
Observed persistence as an indicator of motivation. Observing the choices of
a learner to persist in learning, or to choose to actively participate in a learning
experience, is a direct observation of motivation. It has been argued that in many
contexts, persistence is the most important variable in learning (e.g., Schunk et al.,
2002). Persistence is the amount of effort a learner continues to invest in a learning
activity, often against obstacles. There are several ways to measure persistence (e.g.,
duration or frequency of on-task learning behavior).
To summarize this section, choice is by definition a direct measure of
motivation. Stated intention, especially in the form of a personal estimate of the
likelihood of a choice, is a strong predictor of future behavior. Stated intention is an
indirect measure of motivation. The Premack Principle (Premack, 1962) states that
high frequency behaviors serve as reinforcers for lower frequency behaviors. In the
case of visual aesthetic, the act of choosing to persist in a learning activity because of
the visual aesthetic may be an example of the Premack Principle in action. Finally,
learner persistence is an essential part of the learning activity. Direct observation is a
very robust measure of persistence.
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“Beautiful is good” Research
Generalized positive effects of beauty. The second foundational concept for
the current study is the line of research that supports the idea that beauty has a
generalized positive effect. Norman (2004) summarized this line of research simply:
“attractive things work better” (p. 17). Social researchers Dion, Bersheid and Walster
(1972) enlisted 60 college students, 30 male and 30 female, and told them that they
would be confirming “person perceptions” of another group of professionals. In a three
group experimental design, they were then presented with three photographs of
individuals. These photos had been identified in a previous experiment as “attractive,”
“moderately attractive,” and “unattractive.” Twelve different sets of photos were
developed to increase generalizability.
Participants were then asked to complete several forms relating to each set of
photos. They were asked to make personal assessments, predict careers, and make
predictions regarding things like marital happiness. The researchers found that
attractive individuals were rated more highly in practically every important area. Their
conclusion was: “beautiful is good.”
Extending the principle of a generalized positive effect of attractiveness to
computer interface design, Tractinsky, Katz, and Ikar (2000) investigated the effect in
ATM interfaces. Drawing on data from a preliminary study that identified aesthetically
pleasing interfaces, they presented 132 participants with computer interfaces of varying
aesthetic quality and asked them to rate them for attractiveness and usability. They
found that users do project positive attributes onto attractive interfaces. In one
experimental condition, the researchers intentionally disabled several of the control
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features of a program interface, and made other features incomprehensible. Participants
used both a plain interface that was fully functional and logically arranged and an
attractive interface with intentional dysfunctional controls and extended delays between
functions. Aesthetic quality was the strongest variable for predicting user perceptions of
usability, regardless of actual usability. They concluded that “beautiful is usable.”
These findings were supported by several other studies (Lindgaard & Dudek, 2003;
Sonderegger & Sauer, 2010; Tractinsky et al., 2006).
The Stanford Website Credibility Study (Fogg et al., 2002), using 2,684
participants, investigated the relative credibility of websites within similar domains
(such as news or sports). Analysts checked participant comments for recurring themes
and found that the leading factor for assessing a website’s credibility is visual design
layout. Over 46.1% of the participants mentioned this factor as important during the
course of the research. These findings were supported by Skadberg and Kimmel’s
(2004) investigation into factors that led to user enjoyment of websites. Isolating
factors such as usability and attractiveness, Skadberg and Kimmel found that the
strongest predictor of enjoyment was the attractiveness of the website.
There has been little research into the effects of attractive visual aesthetic on
learners and learning. Picture research, focusing on the best use of pictures in learning,
addressed the issue peripherally. And research in image complexity, color effects, and
student drawing has also touched on this issue of the effects of aesthetics on learner
motivation. For example, Snodgrass and Vanderwart (1980) found that individuals
recall meaning associated with complex imagery may be more readily in episodic
memory tasks, possibly because of perceived novelty. Amheim (1974) described the
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instructional value of students drawing. He paraphrased Leonardo da Vinci in saying
that before one can draw an object, one must first interpret it. This interpretation, he
proposed, presents an excellent learning experience.
Eisner focused on art education, but presented views that have practical utility in
this discussion. He described the arts and aesthetic in particular as encouraging
energetic intellectual exploration (Eisner, 2002). While he expressed this view in the
context of art education, the cognitive implications of such energetic exploration are
obvious. Eisner also held that the creation of art involved complex problem articulation
and problem solving, and was a powerful means for developing broad cognitive skills
(2002).

Manning and Lawless (2011) conducted prefatory research in this area,
examining student first impressions of 15 different aesthetic treatments for an
educational website. They found that students preferred contemporary and masculine
styles in this context, but did not address learning outcomes.
The principle that visual attractiveness has broad positive implications has been
extended further to include retail store interior design (Darden & Babin, 1994),
automobile exterior design (Carbon, 2010), furniture and clothing design (Crozier &
Greenhalgh, 1992), and the design of many other objects. The challenge as it relates to
the present study is the exploration of whether or not these broad positive projections
apply to user choices to persist in a simulation learning experience.
Justification for Study
The value of preferred visual aesthetic in electronic learning environments
remains an open question. Leading cognitive psychologists have called for increased
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research in the area of emotional design of instructional products (Norman, 2004).
Levie (1987), in addressing the importance of aesthetics in learning products, said,
“...the answer is so obvious that the question has received very little study” (p. 24).
Indeed, the question has still received very little study. Many leading instructional
designers point to the importance of visual design, but few provide prescriptions for its
development or evidence-based guidelines for its instructional use (see Alessi &
Trollip, 2005; Keller, 2009).
Based on prior research, it appears that learners make judgments about the
credibility of educational websites in milliseconds based on the visual design of the site
(Manning & Lawless, 2011). It also appears that users project broadly positive
attributes onto attractive objects and systems. Research with computer interface design,
for example, has demonstrated that users will project perceptions of usability onto
interfaces that are demonstrably flawed if they are attractive (Tractinsky et al., 2000).
A pilot study utilizing a two group experimental design conducted by the author
(Robison, 2012) investigating the effects of preferred aesthetic on motivation using an
instructional simulation provided preliminary indications that learners projected
positive attributes onto an attractive instructional simulation, as well. Participants using
an attractive simulation demonstrated higher levels of intention to use the simulation in
the future, as well as a greater frequency of discretionary free-play behavior, than those
who used the same simulation with a neutral visual aesthetic.
Therefore, in view of the research that supports the idea that “attractive things
work better” (Norman, 2004, p. 17), that visual design is the first variable in user
judgments of credibility in websites and software, that little research has been
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conducted on the effects of aesthetic on learner engagement, and that a pilot study
provided preliminary indications of a relationship between visual aesthetic and learner
motivation, this investigation represents needed prefatory research in this area.
To summarize the literature, Berlyne’s (1971) arousal theory as relating to
psychophysiological markers of visual attention and arousal has been supported by eye
tracking. And while other research provides boundaries for some of Berlyne’s specific
hypotheses (e.g., Martindale et al., 1990), the general contention that attractive
aesthetic energizes and directs behavior has been supported. In the context of this
research supporting arousal theory, it is helpful to then assess the growing body of
research that supports the idea that “beauty is good”, or, that it has generalized positive
effects (e.g., Skadberg & Kimmel, 2004; Sonderegger & Sauer, 2010; Tractinsky et al.,
2000).

In addition, users of websites make judgments about credibility within
milliseconds of entering the site on the basis of visual design alone (Manning &
Lawless, 2011), software and telephone users assess attractive devices or systems as
more usable, even in the face of contradictory evidence. This line of research—
investigating the positive impact of attractive aesthetic—must be extended to the field
of instructional design. The approach of measuring motivation using visual response
markers of focused attention, questionnaire indications of use intent, and direct
observations of learner persistence, was used to address these five research hypotheses.
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Research Hypotheses.
1.

Participants using the preferred aesthetic version of the simulation will
focus their attention at a higher rate than those using the neutral aesthetic
version.

2.

Participants using the preferred aesthetic version of the simulation will run
the simulation more times than participants using the neutral aesthetic
version.

3.

Participants using the preferred aesthetic version of the simulation will
demonstrate better performance than those using the neutral aesthetic
version on a practical posttest.

4.

Participants using the preferred aesthetic version of the simulation will
indicate stronger intentions to use the simulation in the future than those
using the neutral aesthetic version.

5.

Participants will prefer a moderately complex visual aesthetic over a
simple or very complex visual aesthetic.
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CHAPTER III: METHOD
Participants
Participants included 94 ship-handling students from a large Merchant Marine
college in the eastern United States. Of those original participants, four participants
were dropped because they did not complete their simulation trials, therefore analysis
was based on 90 participants. The average age of participants was 20.97 years; 82
participants were male and 8 were female. For Experiment 1 (Focused Attention), a
total sample size of 30 participants was used. For Experiment 2 (User Preference)
because a unique participant group was required (ship-handling students), and sufficient
participant volunteers were difficult to obtain, the same 30 participants recruited for
Experiment 1 (Focused Attention) participated in Experiment 2 (User Preference). For
Experiment 3 (Persistence and Use Intent), 60 participants completed the experiment.
Recruiting. Participants were recruited from a ship-handling training program
at the Merchant Marine college. To encourage participation, all participants were given
a $10 Amazon gift card immediately upon completion of their participation in the
research, and were provided with an opportunity to participate in a drawing of one of
two $100 Visa gift cards. A copy of the Visa gift card drawing form is attached as
Appendix A, and copies of the recruiting flyer and poster are attached as Appendix B
and Appendix C respectively.
Materials and Apparatus
The simulation. The instructional simulation used in this research was a twodimensional ship mooring simulation called Vector-Moor. It was developed by a team
of graduate students (including the author) at a large mid-Atlantic university. It was
programmed in Microsoft XNA Game Studio© and was designed to run in the PC
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environment. The aesthetic treatments were developed using themes and models from
popular video games. Both experimental aesthetic designs contain similar numbers of
screen elements so that participant selections of attractiveness in the preliminary
experiment reflect actual attractiveness and not complexity. The simulation is
programmed to report participant number, difficulty level, start and stop time, course
accuracy, and mooring success or failure for each run of the simulation to a web server
in real-time. In addition, the simulation reports whether a simulation run was a routine
run or an assessment run.
The preferred aesthetic version of the simulation. The preferred aesthetic
treatment was identified in a pilot study employing a paired comparison design
(Nunnally, 1967) with members of the target audience. The pilot study was conducted
twenty months prior to these experiments (Robison, 2012). Figure 2 presents an
example of one of the paired comparisons. Six screen treatments were presented to 10
participants. The screen treatment chosen most frequently as the “most attractive” in the
pairwise comparisons was used as the “preferred aesthetic treatment” during
Experiment 2 (User Preference) and Experiment 3 (Persistence and Use Intent).

Figure 2. One of 32 paired comparisons used to determine the preferred aesthetic.
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The neutral aesthetic version of the simulation. The neutral aesthetic visual
treatment was developed using the visual motif of a typical National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) nautical chart: tan land, shore features
represented by black lines, shoal water represented in light blue, and deep water in
darker blue. The simulation ship image and engine controls, while having all of the
salient operational features of the preferred aesthetic ship and controls, were simplified
in the neutral aesthetic treatment. The same underlying simulation was used for both
aesthetic treatments; the only difference was the aesthetically neutral presentation of
background, ship, and ship control images in the neutral aesthetic treatment. Figure 3 is
a screen capture of the neutral aesthetic treatment.

Figure 3. Screen capture from the neutral aesthetic treatment.
Apparatus and materials. For Experiment 1 (Focused Attention) and
Experiment 3 (Persistence and Use Intent), participants were presented stimuli using a
Samsung HD monitor that measures 63 cm diagonally. For the user preference
experiment stimuli was presented on an Acer HD monitor measuring 83.5 cm
diagonally. Participants controlled the simulation in Experiment 3 (Persistence and Use
Intent) with a standard USB keyboard and USB mouse. Focused attention was
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measured using eye tracking observations. Eye tracking was monitored and recorded
using the Smart-Eye Pro 6.0 Camera eye tracking system and its internal logging
system. Simulation user data was reported for each trial to a web-based server, and was
also backed up on the local PC as an appended text file.
Set up. To ensure controlled conditions, room, lighting and computer
configurations were strictly maintained. Equipment was set up in accordance with
Figure 4. To control for ambient lighting effects, black dividing screens filtered direct
light. In addition, the room lighting was maintained at approximately 250 lux and
variations in ambient light were minimal. This is not as bright as an average classroom
which would typically present between 430 and 1075 lux (University of Texas, 2014).
Light levels were measured each day using a Dr. Meter LX 1330B Lux Meter, and a log
of these readings is presented as Appendix S. Lux was measured at three locations at
each check: Lux at head height facing the workstation, ambient light (facing out from
the computer screen), and then screen brightness (obtained by placing the sensor flush
against the screen while displaying a white PowerPoint slide). The head height reading
averaged 161.87 lux (SD = 4.787); the ambient light level averaged 80.3125 lux (SD =
5.4493); and the screen brightness level averaged 170.5 lux (SD = 2.19). The computer
screen brightness was maintained at approximately 170 lux for all trials.
A black trifold foam board screen 122 centimeters tall and 122 centimeters wide
was placed behind each monitor as pictured in Figure 4 to minimize visual distraction
behind the monitor. Eye tracking participant calibration was conducted with the screen
down at the beginning of each participant session, then the screen was placed prior to
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the first trial. The presentation computer and eye tracking computer were out of the
participants’ view as illustrated in Figure 4.
From the participant’s perspective, with the trifold screen in place, all that was
visible was the monitor, a mouse, and keyboard. With the trifold screen up, the
participant’s visual field was neutral with the exception of the computer monitor.
Eye Tracker Experiment Configuration
TO P VIEW

122cm Tall Trifold Divider

Simulation Run and Semantic Differential
Experiment Configuration

Eye Tracker PC
R e s e a rc h e r/^ *

\

■1

Participant

Stimulus PC
M ONITOR AND CAMERAS
3 IR Cam eras

45 cm M onitor For Simulation Runs
63.5 cm M onitor for Sem antic Differential

Figure 4. Set up of the experiment workstations.
Measures
Eye tracker data. Eye-tracking data was collected with a Smart Eye Pro 6.0
Eye Tracker System with Smart Remote 1.3 for control. This eye tracking system
captures eye movement position on a 60 Hz frequency. A three camera configuration
was used, utilizing Basler 6mm IR Cameras with a field of view between 90° - 270 °.
Tracking accuracy of head is within .5 degrees and gaze within .5 degrees. Fixations
and saccades were defined by the system and identified with serial identifiers in the data
capture feed. Trial data was captured on the Smart Eye Pro 6.0 internal logging feature.
Eye tracking data was reduced to include number of fixations, length of fixations,
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longest fixations, number of saccades, maximum pupil diameter, and world intersect
coordinates. The world model for this experiment was set at 1280 x 1024 pixels.
Motif aesthetic evaluation. After participants completed the eye tracking
experiment they participated in Experiment 2 (User Preference), after viewing a
photographic version of the simulation for warm-up to the task of semantic differential
evaluation, they viewed eight screen captures at their pace—one from each aesthetic
treatment (pictured in Appendix J)—and they evaluated them using a seven-point
semantic differential scale. This semantic differential scale presented 18 bipolar
adjective pairings used for aesthetic judgments. Of those semantic differential word
pairs, 15 of the pairs were drawn from Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum’s (1957)
extensive research 2 of the pairs were drawn from Morrison’s (1986) research. The
attractive-unattractive bipolar word pair was added for this experiment because of its
direct relevance. The published factor loading for the semantic differential scale is
presented in Table 1.
Factor loadings for the present experiment were computed as correlations
between the bi-polar word pairs Osgood et al. (1957) identified as representative of the
evaluation, potency and activity dimensions and observed responses to each word pair.
First, semantic differential responses were coded as numeric scores. Then, word pairs
that presented “negative” words first (e.g., “ugly-beautiful”) were reverse coded. Next,
the mean factor score for each image presentation was determined by computing the
mean of the key word-pairs that represented specific dimensions as identified by
Osgood et al. (1957) for that image. These mean factor scores created three arrays, one
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for the evaluation dimension, one for the potency dimension, and one for the activity
dimension. Next, observed scores for every response to each word-pair were
Table 1
Original Semantic Differential Scale Factor Loading (Osgood, et al., 1957)
Evaluation
Potency
Activity
Scale
I
II
III
Pleasant-Unpleasant
0.59
-0.60
-0.02
Vibrant-Still
0.29
-0.08
0.91
Attractive-Unattractive1
0.00
0.00
0.00
Happy-Sad
0.38
-0.71
0.34
Plain-Fancy
0.01
-0.19
0.00
Modem-Old Fashioned2
0.00
0.00
0.55
-1.00
Passive-Active
0.00
0.00
Meaningful-Meaningless
-0.79
0.28
-0.33
Simple-Complex
0.55
-0.48
-0.66
Cheap-Expensive2
0.00
0.55
0.00
Fast-Slow
0.41
-0.37
0.55
Clear-Hazy
-0.04
0.85
0.38
Exciting-Calming
-0.28
-0.13
0.32
Warm-Cool
0.64
-0.08
0.00
Usual-Unusual
-0.16
-0.70
-0.52
Strong-Weak
0.46
0.81
0.37
Ugly-Beautiful
-0.51
0.42
0.12
Good-Bad
0.27
0.77
0.33
'Added for this experiment
2From Morrison, 1986

correlated with the mean factor scores for the evaluation, potency, and activity
dimensions for each image observation. Finally, those results were synthesized in
Table 2 showing the correlation between observed responses for each word pair with
the mean factor scores for each semantic dimension.
To compute the evaluation dimension factor loading, observed semantic
differential results from four bi-polar pairs (pleasant-unpleasant, meaninglessmeaningful, clear-hazy, and ugly-beautiful) were correlated with observed results from
all other word pairs. To compute the potency dimension factor loading, observed results
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from four bi-polar pairs (pleasant-unpleasant, happy-sad, usual-unusual, and strongweak) were correlated with observed results from all other word pairs. To compute the
activity dimension factor loading, observed results from four bi-polar pairs (vibrantstill, passive-active, simple-complex, and fast-slow) were correlated with observed
results from all other word pairs. Table 2 presents the observed factor loading for these
pairings.
Table 2
Observed Semantic Differential Factor Loading for Eight Representational Simulation
Images
Evaluation
Potency
Activity
I
II
Scale
III
.72
Happy-Sad
.79
.29
.71
Pleasant-Unpleasant
.83
.50
Attractive-Unattractive
.67
.83
.59
Simple-Complex
.65
.40
.77
.64
.78
Plain-Fancy
.51
.59
.67
Vibrant-Still
.73
-.58
-.79
Ugly-Beautiful
-.48
Good-Bad
.57
.81
.42
Strong-Weak
.45
.76
.53
.44
Passive-Active
.58
.73
.38
.73
.26
Usual-Unusual
.37
Exciting-Calming
.50
.52
.34
.36
.48
Warm-Cool
Fast-Slow
-.10
-.61
-.08
Clear-Hazy
-.19
-.35
-.42
Meaningless-Meaningful
-.25
-.55
-.45
-.34
Cheap-Expensive
-.51
-.46
-.54
Modem-Old-Fashioned
-.35
-.55

Questionnaire. A 46-item questionnaire was administered during Experiment 3
(Persistence and Use Intent) after the participants completed one simulation trial run.
The blueprint for this questionnaire is presented in Table 3. All of the questionnaire
items employed a seven-point Likert-type response scale and some of the questions
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were reverse coded for analysis. The questionnaire is attached as Appendix E.
Cronbach’s Alpha was computed for the overall questionnaire and each subscale. The
main questionnaire consisted of 28 items (a = .84) that incorporated five subscales. The
future use intent subscale consisted of eight items (a = .93), the usability subscale
consisted of five items (a = .70), the attractiveness subscale consisted of four items (a =
.81), the gaming experience subscale consisted of six items (a = .92), and the nautical
interest subscale consisted of five items (a = .76). In addition, two other questionnaires
were incorporated in the experiment questionnaire: Franken, Hill and Kirstead’s (1994)
Winning Scale consisted of six items (a = .83), and Elliot and McGregor’s (2001)
Achievement Goal inventory consisted of 12 items divided into four subscales: the
performance approach subscale consisted of three items (a = .76), the mastery
avoidance subscale consisted of three items (a = .83), the mastery approach subscale
consisted of three items (a = .72), and the performance avoidance subscale consisted of
three items (a = .68).
Persistence and skill performance. Persistence was measured during the tenminute unstructured portion of Experiment 3 (Persistence and Use Intent). The
simulation was programmed to report user information for each simulation run to a
web-based server. Data included in the report were participant number, level of
simulation difficulty, wind direction and speed, water current direction and speed, ship
speed, deviation from course at three locations, run start and stop times, whether the
mooring was successful or not, and whether the run was a routine run or an assessment
run. Skill performance was measured using a practical posttest in which participants
made three runs to a mooring under varying environmental conditions. This data was
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recorded to a web-based server, and backed up on the PC in an appended text file. At
the end of the experiment, the data from both sources was identical and accounted for
all participants.
Table 3
Design Blueprint for New Questionnaire Items
Intention

Attractiveness

Interest in
Ship-handling

Usability

Gaming
Experience

How likely is that
you will load the
simulation on your
personal computer? 1
How likely is it that
you will load the
simulation on your
personal computer in
the next w eek ? 1
How likely is it that
you will use the
simulation in the
future? 1
How likely is that
you will use the
simulation in the next
week? 1
How likely is it that
you will use the
simulation several
times? 1

The colors used in
the simulation were
attractive.2

Ship-handling is
interesting to m e .2

The simulation was
easy to u se .2

I enjoy computer
g am es.2

The sim ulation’s
overall appearance
was attractive to
m e .2

I find boats
interesting.2

The ship rudder
controls were easy
to u s e .2

I play com puter
games o fte n .2

The simulation
background was
attractive to m e .2

This simulation was
interesting to m e .2

The ship engine
controls were easy
to use.2

I am good at
com puter g am es.2

The simulation
details were
attractive to m e .2

I enjoy boating.2

Moving from screen
to screen within the
simulation was
easy .2
1 found it easy to
select my desired
level o f difficulty
within the
simulation.2

I own several
com puter gam es.2

I do not intend to use
this simulation again.

I enjoy water
sports.2

I play online
com puter games
regularly.2

I use simulations
ro u tin ely .2

1 do not intend to use
this simulation in the
near fu tu re .2
1 would like to use
this simulation again.
2

Response Scales:
1For items measuring likelihood of behavior: Very Likely/Likely/Somewhat Likely/Neutral/Somewhat
Unlikely/Unlikely/Very Unlikely
2For items measuring agreement: Strongly Agree/Agree/Somewhat Agree/Neutral/Somewhat
Disagree/Disagree/Strongly Disagree

The posttest consisted of three simulation trials, each with a maximum score of
four points. The cumulative total of these three scores made up the participant’s final
posttest score (potential score range between 0 and 12). The simulated ship started at a
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point 500 yards from the pier and the simulation system monitored and reported ship
proximity to the optimal approach route, ship speed at each point, and whether or not
the ship was within the mooring target at less than one knot before touching the pier.
A total of four points could have been earned for each posttest mooring trial. Of
the four points, one point was awarded if the ship was positioned appropriately for the
final approach (no points were awarded if not), one point was awarded if the ship’s
speed remained below three knots within 300 feet of the pier (no points are awarded if
not), one point was awarded if the ship’s speed remained below two knots within 100
feet of the pier (no points were awarded if not), and one point was awarded if the ship
was inside the safe mooring region and moving less than one knot before making
contact with the pier (no points were awarded if not). The cumulative total from these
three posttest mooring attempts was computed yielding a score between 0 and 12. Four
expert ship-handlers reviewed the instrument for content and criterion-related validity.
Procedure
Participant in-processing. Each participant was briefed regarding their
participation, the purpose of the study, potential risks (minimal), benefits, and their
rights as a volunteer to refuse or withdraw from the study at any time. Then, each
participant signed the consent form (attached as Appendix H). Each participant was
then assigned a participant number immediately upon signing the consent form, and all
experimental data was recorded in reference to this participant number on the
Participant Information Sheet (Appendix I). All demographic data was referenced to the
participant number, and was limited to age and gender.
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Data Analysis
Experiment 1 (Focused Attention) incorporated a within-subject design for two
conditions for eye tracking observations. A matched pairs t-test was used to analyze the
eye tracking response data. Experiment 2 (User Preference) incorporated a withinsubject 2 x 4 design measuring participant preferences along two dimensions of color
saturation and four dimensions of complexity of simulation images. A one-way
ANOVA was used to analyze these relationships. Experiment 3 (Persistence and Use
Intent) utilized a between-group experimental design comparing actual use of the
simulation between the two conditions. A matched pairs t-test was used to analyze the
relationship between the independent variables and dependent variables. In addition, an
analysis of covariance was conducted to isolate the effects of covariates.
Experiment 1-Focused Attention
Experiment 1 (Focused Attention) investigated the visual response of
participants to both preferred aesthetic and neutral aesthetic screen captures from the
simulation. Eye tracking provided a comparison of focused attention in the two
aesthetic conditions.
Method
In this first experiment, 30 participants viewed screen captures from both
aesthetic versions of the instructional simulation in a within-subjects randomly
counterbalanced design. After participant intake, the following procedure was executed.
Procedure. Thirty participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups.
The first group of 15 participants viewed five screen captures (presented at a size of
32cm diagonally measured at 1980 x 1024 pixels) from the neutral aesthetic simulation
version first, then viewed five corresponding screen captures from the preferred
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aesthetic simulation version second (the screen capture groups are pictured in Appendix
N). The second group of 15 participants viewed the preferred aesthetic version screen
captures first, and then the neutral aesthetic version screen captures second.
Equipment adjustment and calibration. After completing participant intake
processing, the eye tracking equipment was adjusted for height and calibrated for each
participant.
Trial conduct After the participant was oriented to the task and indicated
readiness to begin, the researcher alerted the participant that a new slide was about to be
presented by saying, “New slide in 3, 2,1, now.” Eye tracking data was collected for
six seconds for each screen capture viewing. There was approximately 35 seconds
between slides as the researcher processed the data. During this time, participants
viewed a gray screen (RGB Color: Red-127, Green-127, Blue-127) with slightly
contrasting font (RGB Color: Red-191, Green-191, Blue-191) describing the slide that
would be presented next. The eye tracker recorded the time-stamped data in a text file.
The six second data collection period was selected to cover initial holistic image
processing (from 10 ms to 300 ms) and also allow for serial image processing (1 s to 4
s), but at the same time limit the viewing task so that the data artifact that appears in
longer observations will be minimized (Duchowski, 2007). This was a measure of
initial focused attention.
Each screen capture was preceded by a gray screen containing a brief printed
explanation of the screen capture so that participants were oriented to what they were
about to see. To minimize image ghosting effects or transition effects, the gray screen
preceding the stimulus screens was matched to the image brightness of the screen
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captures that followed them. The text was displayed in a lighter tone of gray:
discernible but low contrast. The screen captures presented views from the simulation at
the same resolution at which they would normally be viewed. Additionally, the five
screen captures from each version of the simulation pictured corresponding simulation
events at the same scale to allow for direct comparison of responses. The detailed
Experiment 2 (User Preference) protocol is attached as Appendix O.
Experiment 2-User Preference
Method
Experiment 2 (User Preference) isolated factors participants used in assessing
aesthetic preference. The same thirty participants from Experiment 1 (Focused
Attention) viewed eight visual treatments of the simulation that varied in complexity
from very simple line drawings to almost-photographic complex images and color
saturation (full color and 30% diffused color) in a within-subjects randomly
counterbalanced design. The screen treatments used for comparison are illustrated in
Appendix J.
Procedure. After participant intake, the participants were presented with eight
unique aesthetic screen treatments one at a time. For each, they evaluated the image
completing a paper-based semantic differential scale (Osgood et al., 1957). For each
screen treatment the participant completed a new datasheet (see Appendix L) with their
participant number and the screen treatment identifier on it. Images were presented on
the 83.5 cm (diagonal measure) HD monitor described in the apparatus section above.
The Experiment 2 (User Preference) protocol is attached as Appendix M.
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Experiment 3-Persistence and Use Intent
Experiment 3 (Persistence and Use Intent) investigated user intentions and
persistence of participants who used either the preferred aesthetic or neutral aesthetic
version of the simulation. User intentions were measured using an intention
questionnaire. User persistence was measured by simulation run data that the simulation
reports during the course of a simulation run. For each run of the simulation, the
simulation reported the time, participant number, start and stop times, difficulty level,
navigation accuracy, wind and current data, success/fail data, and whether the run was a
trial or assessment.
Method
Sixty participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups. Thirty
participants used the neutral aesthetic version of the simulation, which looks similar to a
nautical chart, and yet has all of the functionality and cues offered in the operational
simulation. Thirty participants used the preferred aesthetic version of the simulation,
which operated exactly the same as the neutral aesthetic version, but presented the
preferred aesthetic treatment identified in the preliminary experiment. The Experiment
3 (Persistence and Use Intent) protocol is attached as Appendix P.
Neutral aesthetic persistence group. This group used the neutral aesthetic
version of the simulation. Participants within this group were briefed that they were
conducting user testing for a new desktop instructional simulation. They were directed
to use the simulation for one trial. After completing the trial, they were asked to
complete an intention questionnaire. After completing the questionnaire, participants
were told that they had another activity to complete in 10 minutes, and that they were
free to entertain themselves in that time. They were not provided with access to the
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Internet, but were provided with two magazines of neutral interest and were told they
could view their cellphone. They were also told they could use the simulation if they
wanted. They were not told a monitoring system installed in the simulation program
tracked the frequency of use. Their actual simulation use data during the 10 minute
discretionary activity period was monitored and recorded. At the end of the
discretionary activity period, participants took a posttest which consisted of three
graded simulation runs with pre-programmed conditions. The posttest conditions for
both the preferred aesthetic condition and neutral aesthetic condition were identical.
The test scoring criteria sheet is attached as Appendix Q.
Preferred aesthetic persistence group. The procedures for this group, who
used the preferred aesthetic version of the simulation, were the same as those for neutral
aesthetic persistence group except for the aesthetic treatment of the stimulus.
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CHAPTER IV: RESULTS
Eye Tracking Analysis
The first research hypothesis was that participants using the preferred aesthetic
version of the simulation would focus their attention at a higher rate than those using
the neutral aesthetic version. This hypothesis was investigated by observing visual
response to stimuli of varying aesthetic quality. Visual response data was collected for
the first six seconds of each trial. This yielded 360 observations that captured measures
for gaze direction quality, fixation, saccades, pupil diameter and world intersect (x,y)
coordinate in 16.6ms intervals. This data was then further reduced into 500ms “time
steps” in which the mean gaze direction quality, frequency of fixations and saccades,
pupil diameter (minimum, maximum, and mean), longest fixation, and longest
fixation’s coordinate location for that time step were calculated. In addition to these
analyses, simulation-relevant areas of interest (AOI) were identified by their world
intersect coordinate positions and bounding boxes were created to test observed world
intersect gaze relative to these AOI. All observations were then analyzed for position
relative to these AOI across experimental treatments.
Gaze Direction Quality, Fixations, and Pupil Diameter across Treatments.
Descriptive eye tracking data for all 360 trials is presented in Table 4. For most of the
measures, there are no significant differences. The exception is that the mean fixation
duration for the neutral aesthetic group (M= .42, SD= .48) was significantly higher than
the preferred aesthetic group (M= .36, SD = .16), t(358) = -1.46,/? = .03, d = -.07. No
other significant differences were observed between the preferred aesthetic and neutral
aesthetic groups for frequency of fixations, frequency of saccades, pupil diameter
(minimum, maximum, and mean), or longest fixation (see Table 4).
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Table 4
Group Differences fo r Eye Tracking M easures Between the P referred Aesthetic and N eutral
Aesthetic Groups (6 Second Trials)

Eye tracking measure

Preferred
Aesthetic
M
SD

Neutral
Aesthetic
M
SD

/(358)

Cohen’s
d
0.08

Fixation Frequency

14.07

4.10

13.70

4.34

0.83

P
0.55

Total Fixation Duration

4.66

0.66

4.65

0.75

0.12

0.10

0.01

Mean Fixation Duration

0.36

0.16

0.42

0.48

-1.46

0.03*

-0.15

Longest Fixation Duration

919.8

458.9

939.9

480.3

-1.80

0.53

-0.04

Saccades Frequency

12.98

4.31

12.68

4.49

0.64

0.65

0.06

Mean Pupil Diameter

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.01

-0.89

0.12

-0.09

Min Pupil Diameter

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.15

0.29

-0.01

Max Pupil Diameter

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.01

-1.02

0.09

-0.10

*p < .05

Relevant Areas of Interest. Simulation-relevant areas of interest (AOI) in the
simulation screenshots were identified by coordinates surrounding the simulation
controls and key stimulus regions of the simulation (the screen areas within and
adjacent to the ship and the screen area between the ship and the mooring location, as
well as the small screen area in the upper left-hand portion of the screen that provides
wind and water current information). The coordinates defining these simulation
relevant AOI were identified by bounding boxes that were then used to statistically
determine whether each individual gaze intercept was within or without the AOI (See
Figure 5). For each session, the percentage of intercepts that fell within the simulation
relevant AOI was calculated. These relevant AOI intercept calculations were then
compared between treatment groups: preferred aesthetic versions of images against the
neutral aesthetic versions of the same images. For example, Image A from the preferred
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aesthetic image group pictured the same scene in the simulation as Image A from the
neutral aesthetic image group.

S im u la tio n R e le v an t
A re a s o f I n te r e s t (AOI)

Heading

Figure 5. Simulation-Relevant Areas o f Interest (AOI)

Two pairs of images were appropriate for relevant AOI intercept comparison:
the pair that pictured the simulation at its smallest scale, which included Image B-Pref
(Preferred aesthetic) and Image B-Neut (neutral aesthetic) from Appendix N, and the
pair that pictured the simulation at a slightly larger scale, including Image D-Pref
(preferred aesthetic) and Image D-Neut (neutral aesthetic) pictured in Appendix N.
Image pairs A, C, and E presented different types of stimuli (e.g., text only versus text
and image) that did not accommodate simulation-relevant AOI comparisons. All of the
image pairs with plotted world intersect coordinates are shown in Appendix R.
For images B-Pref and B-Neut there was not a significant difference in the
percentage of world intercepts with relevant AOI for the preferred aesthetic (M= .53,
SD -.20) and the neutral aesthetic (M = .58, SD = .22) conditions, t(29) = 1.15,/? < .05,
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d = .43. Similarly, there was not a significant difference for images D-Pref and D-Neut
in the percentage of world intercept coordinates with relevant AOI for the preferred
aesthetic (M= .64, SD =.14) and the neutral aesthetic (M = .58, SD = .20) conditions,
t(29) = 1.5,/? < .05, d = .56. Figure 6 presents an example of world intersect coordinate
plots for image pair B-Pref and B-Neut.
Simulation Run Analysis
Simulation Run Data Analysis. The second research hypothesis was that
learners using the preferred aesthetic version of the simulation would run the simulation
more times than participants using the neutral aesthetic version. To explore this
hypothesis, simulation run data was recorded for each time a participant conducted a
unique simulation run. For each simulation run participant use data was recorded on
both the local computer workstation and in a web-based database. A post-experiment
reconciliation of the data showed that all of the data from every participant trial was
successfully recorded in both locations. Participants were directed to perform one run of
the simulation, so the remaining runs for each participant (outside of the posttest runs
which were uniquely identified by the simulation), were counted as discretionary runs.
The number of discretionary runs started by each participant was analyzed by aesthetic
condition. On average, participants in the preferred aesthetic group executed more
discretionary simulation runs (M = 1.26, SD= 1.10) than participants in the neutral
aesthetic group (M = .96, SD = .88). This difference was not significant t{58)= 1.13,
p>. 05, d = .3.
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Image B-Pref

Image B-Neut

World Intersect Coordinates

Figure 6. Plotted World Intersect Coordinates and AOI
On average, participants who rated the simulation they actually used as
attractive (regardless of their experimental group assignment) executed more
discretionary runs (M = 1.37, SD = 1.31), than participants who rated the simulation as
less attractive (M=.94, SD =.77). This difference was not significant t{38) = 1.50,
/?>.05; but it represented a medium-sized effect, d = .47. Participants were considered to
rate the simulation as attractive when they selected “Agree” or “Strongly Agree” to the
statement, “The simulation’s overall appearance was attractive to me” on the
questionnaire.
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Simulation Posttest Performance Analysis. The third research hypothesis was
that participants using the preferred aesthetic version of the simulation would
demonstrate better performance than those using the neutral aesthetic version on a
practical posttest. On average, participants in the preferred aesthetic group performed
better on the posttest (M = 9.87, SD - 2.28) than participants in the neutral aesthetic
group (M= 9.8, SD =3.17). This difference was not significant t(58) = .094, p>.05, d =
. 02 .

Questionnaire Analysis
The fourth research hypothesis was that those using the preferred aesthetic
version of the simulation will indicate stronger intentions to use the simulation in the
future than those using the neutral aesthetic version. Participant responses regarding
their future-use intentions of the simulation varied significantly depending upon which
aesthetic treatment of the simulation was used. For positive intent, on average,
participants in the preferred aesthetic group were significantly more likely to express
intent to load the simulation on their personal computer (M=5.7, STM.24) than the
neutral aesthetic group (M = 4.76, SD = 1.69), t(58) = 2.436,/K.05, d = .64.
For negative intent, that is, participants expressing their intention not to use the
simulation again, on average, participants in the neutral aesthetic group were
significantly more likely to express their intent not to use the simulation again (M =
4.76, SD = 1.64) versus participants in the preferred aesthetic group (M=5.7, SD= 1.48),
r(58)=2.09,/?<.05, d=.55. Table 5 presents subscale performance by mean, standard
deviation and one-way analyses of variance.
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Table 5
Means, Standard Deviations, and One- Way Analyses o f Variance fo r the Effects o f Preferred
and Neutral Aesthetic

Variable
Intent to Load Sim.

Preferred
Aesthetic
M
SD
5.70

Neutral
Aesthetic
M
SD

1.23

4.76

F(l,58)

1.69

5.93

P
0.01*

<i2
0.09

Intent to Use

5.47

1.01

4.96

1.33

2,77

0.10

0.05

Attractiveness

5.11

0.93

4.67

0.89

3.44

0.06

0.06

Nautical Interest

6.28

0.49

6.16

0.72

0.53

0.46

0.01

Usability

5.58

0.84

5.64

0.57

0.10

0.74

0.00

Gaming Propensity

3.78

1.88

4.19

1.46

0.91

0.34

0.02

Competitiveness

4.05

1.47

4.23

1.04

0.29

0.58

0.01

Acad. Achievement

5.18

0.46

5.48

0.65

4.15

0.04*

0.07

*p < .05

An item-by-item analysis of each item including means, standard deviation,
significance and effect size is attached as Appendix U.
Semantic Differential Analysis
The fifth research hypothesis was that participants would prefer a moderately
complex visual aesthetic over a simple or very complex visual aesthetic. To test this
hypothesis, participants were presented with eight images that represented the same
scene in the simulation, but varied in complexity (object density) and color saturation.
There were four levels of complexity and two levels of color saturation (see Appendix
J). Table 7 presents the images ranked in order of rated attractiveness. The word pair
“Attractive-Unattractive” was employed in this instrument and highly correlated r = .99
with “Beautiful-Ugly”.
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Table 6

Ranked Order o f Images Based on Participant Ratings o f Attractiveness
Rank

Image

N

Mean Rating1

Standard Error

Complexity

Color

1

Image E

31

5.47

.196

Moderately High

Full

2

Image C

31

5.13

.255

Moderately Low

Full

3

Image G

31

4.69

.294

High

Full

4

Image F

31

4.28

.131

Moderately High

30% Diffused

5

Image H

31

3.34

.225

High

30% Diffused

6

Image D

31

2.97

.223

Moderately Low

30% Diffused

7

Image A

31

2.70

.227

Low

Full

8

Image B

31

1.93

.181

Low

30% Diffused

'Scale of 1 - 7, with 1 (unattractive) and 7 (attractive)

The image rated most attractive by participants was Image E (Figure 7). This
image was used as the preferred aesthetic in this experiment and also as the image that
represents the “moderately complex” full color image in this set of images. Participants
identified the second most attractive image as Image C, which is the less complex full
color image. Table 6 presents the order of image preference as rated by participants’
ratings of attractiveness. Appendix T presents the means and standard deviations of all
the semantic differential responses in order of participant-evaluated attractiveness.
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Figure 7. The Preferred Aesthetic (Moderately Complex, Full Color)

Appendix V presents the means, standard deviations and one-way ANOVA
results for the effects of complexity and color for all 18 semantic differential word
pairs. There was a significant effect of complexity on assessments of attractiveness for
the four levels of complexity (F(3,235) = 36.3, p = .001, i\2= .32. There was also a
significant effect of color on assessments of attractiveness, (F(l, 237) = 49.67, p= .001.,
i\2= . 17. To further explore relationships relating to the hypothesis that participants
would prefer a moderately complex visual aesthetic, semantic differential responses to
each image were correlated with participant ratings of attractiveness and then ranked to
illustrate the stronger relationships (see Table 7). Six of the semantic differential pair
responses correlated with participant ratings of attractiveness higher than r = .9. These
relationships are illustrated in Figure 8. In each case, moderately complex images were
favored in these dimensions. The profile of the color and semantic differential rating is
a mirror image to Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Six semantic differential pairs highly correlated with attractiveness as a
function of image complexity.

While the assessments for attractiveness and happiness peaked with moderately
complex images, the interaction of complexity with some concepts (e.g., excitingcalming, vibrant-still, and meaningful-meaningless) peaked in the high complexity
images.
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Table 7
Ranked Correlations Between Participant-Rated Image Attractiveness and Other
Semantic Differential Pair Participant Ratings
Semantic Differential Pair
Good-Bad
Ugly-Beautiful
Usual-Unusual
Pleasing-Unpleasing
Plain-Fancy
Vibrant-Still
Strong-Weak
Passive-Active
Fast-Slow
Cheap-Expensive
Happy-Sad
Exciting-Calming
Modem-Old Fashioned
Meaningful-Meaningless
Warm-Cool
Simple-Complex
Clear-Hazy
*p < .05

r
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.98
-0.93
0.92
0.90
-0.88
0.86
0.84
0.82
0.79
-0.78
0.75
0.68
0.65
0.59

P*
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.06
0.07
0.12
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Key Findings
This series of experiments investigated the motivational impact of aesthetic on
focused attention, use intention, and persistence with an instructional simulation. These
data support two of the original five research hypotheses and do not support the other
three. First—and importantly—user intentions regarding future use of the simulation
were significantly affected by the aesthetic version of the simulation used. Both positive
intent (the expressed desire to load the simulation on the participant’s personal
computer) and negative intent (the expressed desire to never use the simulation again)
were significantly affected by the aesthetic version of the simulation the participant
used. This finding has many practical implications for instructional design practice.
Second, the data support Berlyne’s (1971) hypothesis that viewers prefer
moderately complex visual treatments, and they prefer full color over diffused (or
subdued) color. In the present research, participant rankings of the images fell precisely
along these lines with the highest ranked image being the moderately complex full color
image. Further, participants found more complex images more exciting or meaningful.
These are useful findings—in line with the bulk of research relating to Berlyne’s (1971)
hypotheses. But considered with the concept of a “preferred aesthetic,” this may be
important. This idea and its implications will be explored later. Figure 9 and Figure 10
present the current findings compared to Berlyne’s (1971) hypothesized curves for
participant assessments of both attractiveness and interestingness.
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Attractiveness and Complexity

Berlyne's Hypothesized Curve

Simple

M o d erately Sim ple

A ttractive

M o d erea te ly
Complex
—

Complex

Pleasing

Figure 9. Observed attractiveness and ‘pleasingness’ as a function of image complexity
compared to Berlyne’s (1971) hypothesized curve.

Interestingness and Complexity

Berlyne's /
Hypothesized Curve

Sim ple

M o d e ra te ly S im ple

Exciting

M o d e re a te ly
C om plex

C om plex

M eaningful

Figure 10. Observed ‘excitingness’ and ‘meaningfulness’ as a function of image
complexity compared to Berlyne’s (1971) hypothesized curve for ‘interestingness.’
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The present research does not support the three hypotheses that users will
demonstrate more focused attention because of their use of the preferred aesthetic
version of the simulation, choose to use the preferred aesthetic version of the simulation
more frequently than those who used the neutral aesthetic version, or that they will
perform better as a result of using the preferred aesthetic version of the simulation.
Before discussing the implications of the significant findings, it is important to
address the hypotheses that were not supported. First, Berlyne (1971) stated that the
psychophysiological effects of aesthetics could be subtle. Crozier and Greenhalgh
(1992) demonstrated that aesthetic was very difficult to approach experimentally.
The only significant difference between aesthetic treatment groups the eye
tracking data revealed was that the mean fixation duration (MFD) for the neutral
aesthetic group was significantly longer than the preferred aesthetic group. This is
contrary to our research hypothesis. The effect size was small.
But, it is possible that this MFD difference is, in fact, an indicator of a subtle
visual response measure of interest. Salvucci and Goldberg (2000) describe a
characteristic gaze pattern that persons viewing an interesting or complex stimulus
exhibit: a more rapid velocity of search and fixation duration as the image is initially
comprehended, and then a settling into longer fixation durations after the image has
been scanned. The observation trials for eye tracking in the current case were 6 seconds
long, a long time in the realm of eye tracking and cognitive function, but not a long
period of time in the absolute. It is possible that these data reflect the first stage of
scanning a visual item of interest, and so, contrary to the construction of the original
hypothesis that longer fixations would indicate interest, the observation that the MFD
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for the neutral aesthetic treatments was longer than for the preferred aesthetic
treatments could support the idea that the preferred aesthetic in this case stimulated
focused attention. But, this experiment design did not support resolution of the
question, an experiment designed specifically to capture gaze velocity and providing for
longer observations would address the question.
We attempted to explore these psychophysiological effects using an eye tracker
alone. While the eye tracker is a powerful tool for observation, given the subtle
hypothesized effects, it would have been better to employ a more sensitive instrument
such as EEG in conjunction with the eye tracker. Certainly, as the literature
demonstrates (e.g., Cela-Conde et al., 2004), there are generalized psychophysiological
reactions to attractive visual aesthetic.
Limitations
Experiment Design Limitations. Regarding the hypothesis that participants
would use the preferred aesthetic version of the simulation more than the neutral
version at their discretion, and the logically complementary hypothesis that if
participants used the simulation more, then they would likely perform better on a
practical posttest; the experimental design in this case presented an important limitation.
This experiment was designed based on lessons learned from a smaller pilot study
(Robison, 2012). The participants in the pilot study were novice ship-handlers, and as a
result, they typically operated the ship too fast. Their simulation runs, on average, took
about 60% less time to complete than participants in these experiments. The
participants in the current experiments were trained ship-handlers and operated the
simulation ship at more appropriate speeds. This had the practical result of limiting
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them to only 1 simulation run, or at best 1.5 simulation runs, during the 10 minute
“discretionary use” period. In other words, given this experimental design, it would
have been nearly impossible for a trained ship-handier to use the simulation for more
than 1 discretionary run. This had the associated effect of reducing the probability of
detecting a difference in either discretionary use or posttest performance. So, two
hypotheses were difficult to explore given the experiment design. In future research,
creating a 20-30 minute discretionary run period for this part of the experiment would
likely solve this problem and yield useful data
Threats to internal validity. Utilizing a within-subjects design for Experiment
1 (Focused Attention) and Experiment 2 (User Preference) in which each subject is
presented with the different treatments could have resulted in treatment order effects.
To minimize this threat, treatment order was counter-balanced across the two groups.
Diffusion of treatment was another potential threat. This threat was minimized in two
ways. First, participants completed the experiment individually, reducing the possibility
of contamination effects by other participants they could see. Second, the experiments
were conducted across a two week period reducing the possibility that participants
shared their experiences with one another. Instrumentation effects could have been a
threat since the reliability of the intention questionnaire was unknown, but the
questionnaire was analyzed using both a pilot test and experiment participants and
reliability measures were adequate. Self-report used in the questionnaire was another
potential threat, but other data sources were used for triangulation.
Because of the unique nature of the population and their limited availability, the
same participants were used in Experiment 1 (Focused Attention) and Experiment 2
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(User Preference). This obviously could create a serial treatment effect. The eye
tracking experiment was run first, so those data were clean first impressions, then the
images were evaluated using the semantic differential instrument. The eye tracking data
is therefore not at risk, but the Experiment 2 (User Preference) data does carry this
limitation. One of the eight images in the image evaluation was used in the eye tracking
experiment, so participants would have had a 6 second prior exposure to it. While this
should not have a significant impact on semantic differential evaluation, this is a
limitation.
Threats to external validity. Perhaps the chief threat to external validity stems
directly from the construct that makes this research salient: by operationalizing beauty
as the preferred aesthetic of a target audience, the generalizability of the findings were
necessarily limited. A secondary threat involves the selection of participants. By using
undergraduates who may or may not have any interest in ship-handling or gaming, it is
possible that results did not reflect the perspectives or behavior of a normal population
of ship-handling students. This threat was offset by including a ship-handling interest
and gaming experience subscale for analysis, and by selecting students from a Merchant
Marine college as participants. This last solution injected another threat to external
validity: gender bias. The college where the experiments were conducted has a gender
composition of 89% males and 11% females, but actual participation in this research by
females was lower, comprising 9% of the participants. In future research this threat
must be offset by expanding stimulus materials for this type of research to include
materials of interest to a more diverse population.
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Future Research. The findings regarding future intent are intriguing, but given
the homogeneity of this sample population (91% male), and the limited focus of the
stimulus material, it is important to broaden the research to wider populations using
stimulus materials of more general interest. Would preferred aesthetic have an effect in
asynchronous tutorials, for example? To measure discretionary use and performance
effects, future research should include longer discretionary use periods, and perhaps
focus over a long period of time on in-home use of products with preferred aesthetic.
Again, the use of integrated instruments (e.g., eye tracker and EEG) for
psychophysiological measures is recommended: these are subtle effects and the use of
integrated instruments that would facilitate multiple views of physiological response
would likely improve confidence in findings.
Theoretical Implications
Optimal Complexity of Images. Optimal complexity of visual images varies
with context (Crazier & Greenhalgh, 1992), and may vary with instructional intent.
These data support the idea that complex images may be more exciting or more
meaningful (Berlyne, 1971). And, consistent with Hekkert and von Wiergen’s (1990)
findings, representational images may serve as an exception to Berlyne’s (1971)
optimal complexity preference hypothesis. A systematic investigation of the effects of
image complexity in instructional images that may be intended to arouse excitement or
meaningfulness (e.g., instruction aimed at affective objectives) would be valuable. It is
important that this research not be limited to the practice of instructional design, there is
important work being done in this area in psychophysiology. Bradly, Hamby, Low and
Lang (2007) have found compelling evidence that complexity in images may generally
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produce emotionally positive responses. In another arena, further research into preferred
aesthetic when presenting human images in instructional contexts, given that this may
be a special case (see Hekkert & von Wieringen, 1990) would also be worthwhile.
In many ways, these are not new findings, this is confirmation of previously
held principles. For example, Fleming and Levy (1978) in discussing the effects of
complexity and novelty in message design set forth the principle, “Attention is drawn
and held by complexity, providing the complexity does not exceed the perceivers’
cognitive capacities” (p. 22). And then they go on to provide perhaps the strongest
guidance for applying these findings when they speak to the use things like complexity
or novelty in instructional design: “...change or novelty should direct attention to the
most relevant ideas in a message...” (p.25).
Image Complexity and Simulation Fidelity. Alessi (1988) proposed that the
optimal fidelity of simulations relates closely to user levels of expertise. Expert
performers judge a simulation against their actual experiences: they evaluate a
simulation looking for it to accurately represent salient factors in the performance they
know, and they look for the presence of any tools, controls, and environmental cues that
would be available in actual situations. Novice performers, on the other hand are more
concerned with comprehending of the performance. The challenge for instructional
designers relating to novice performers is not fidelity (or realism) but keeping the task
manageable in terms of cognitive load. Generally, fidelity and image complexity are
related concepts: The real world is a complex place.
The synthesis of these two observations: Alessi’s (1988) observation that
simulation users require different levels of fidelity (complexity) based on their
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expertise, and the current experimental observation that users prefer moderately
complex images is that the current study focused on novice performers. The two
observations are viewing a common phenomenon from different perspectives. It is
prudent to limit the conclusion that users prefer moderately complex visuals by limiting
its application to novice performers (such as those in these experiments) until future
research addresses the issue as it relates to levels of user expertise.
Practical Implications
The Importance of Future Intent. Ford (1992) pointed to the importance of
goal-directed activity, or intent, in effective learning. Intent, he said, is a critical part of
learner motivation. Intention as expressed in a specific planned future action (e.g.,
loading a simulation on one’s computer), is a reliable predictor of future performance
(Keller, 2009; Schunk et al., 2002). In the present case, the preferred aesthetic led
learners to make definitive plans regarding future use of the simulation. Conversely,
users of the neutral aesthetic simulation essentially dug in their heels and figuratively
said, “No, I will not use this simulation again.” This is clearly a motivation-based
phenomenon: both a push and pull effect of aesthetic. In the case of desktop
simulations—and likely in the broader context of electronic learning—the aesthetic had
a motivational impact that affected intent—a key predictor of learner behavior.
Creating Moderately Complex Visuals. Among the specific practical
implications of this research, these findings reinforce the fundamental instructional
design idea that visual complexity should match the context of the learning need.
Complexity or simplicity of simulation presentation are relative, based on the audience
and their level of expertise entering the learning experience. Allessi (1988) describes
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this interaction of expertise and perceived simulation complexity in terms of the
interaction of initial learning (the learner’s performance in the simulation) with fidelity
and then with transfer of learning and learner motivation. An expert 747 pilot, for
example, would judge a simulation based on its fidelity of presentation and underlying
model. A novice would judge a model on its usability. In the current experiments,
novice learners preferred moderately complex visuals.
Additionally, it is possible, as discussed earlier, that there are instructional
contexts where the goal may be to achieve excitement or convey meaningfiilness. Based
on these data, a more complex image may be appropriate in those cases. More research
is needed in this area. Fleming and Levie’s (1978) principle that complexity or novelty
should always “direct attention to the most relevant ideas” (p. 26) remains germane
guidance.
In general, the visual treatments that the current participants preferred were right
in line with Berlyne’s (1971) predictions, following the Wundt Curve. Viewers
preferred visual treatments that approached complexity but then did not prefer the most
complex images. Berlyne (1971) referred to this as a preference for optimal complexity.
In many ways, this is a good match to the world of instructional design. A typical
design team may not be able to reliably create “beautiful” visuals, but it can typically
create clear and thoughtful visuals of moderate complexity in the motif of a preferred
aesthetic. This idea of targeting moderate complexity makes attractive aesthetic more
practically definable and accessible as a target.
The Practical Implications of Preferred Aesthetic in Instructional Design.
Aesthetic is often thought of as elusive—as nearly impossible to practically define or
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achieve. Even those researchers who have worked with it most (see Berlyne, 1971;
Crozier & Greenhalgh, 1992) have been frustrated by the difficulty of operationalizing
it for experimental research. But, this concept of preferred aesthetic, borrowed from
user interface design research (Tractinsky et al., 2006; Tractinsky et al., 2000), provides
a useful and practical way for instructional designers to intentionally design their
instructional products with the learners’ aesthetic preferences in view.
The practical application of preferred aesthetic is that it does not take an
instructional designer who is also a gifted artist to create a visual motif that is engaging.
Rather, it takes the generation of several visual motif concepts, and a representative
sample of the target audience who can view the motifs in a paired comparison, and then
provide systematic feedback. Like generations of researchers before us, it may not be
practical to define beauty reliably, but the preferences of a group of learners may be
reliably identified given a choice of visual motifs.
And what difference will that make? In the end, the use of a preferred
aesthetic—particularly in an electronic learning environment like this desktop
simulation—might make the difference between a learner’s choice to continue learning,
or making plans to stop at the earliest opportunity.
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APPENDIX A
VISA GIFT CARD DRAWING ENTRY FORM

Entry form for $100 VISA Gift Card Drawing
Thank you! First, we just need to say how much we appreciate your participation in this
study.
Within one week after the experiment is complete, we will hold a drawing to award four
participants in the experiment with a $100 Visa Gift Card. If you are interested in entering
for the drawing, please complete this form and give it back to the researcher.
This information will not be associated with any of the data from the experiment, and your
contact information will be destroyed after the drawing.

Nam e:_____________________________________________________________________

Email address:_______________________________________________________________

Phone:
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APPENDIX B
RECRUITMENT FLYER

Canyou help?
Participate in a research study with an
instructional simulation.
Researchers from Old Dominion University are
studying the factors that lead to user enjoyment of
desktop simulations.
What you would do:
•Use a simulation for docking a Coast Guard Cutter
•Complete a survey
•It takes between 15 and 50 minutes of your time at an
on-campus location
What you would got for your time:
•A $10 Gift Card
•A Chance to win one of four $100 VISA Gift Cards
•You can keep the simulation when the study is over

Interested?
Contact: Don Robison
drobi036@odu.edu
(757) 270-1742
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APPENDIX C
RECRUITMENT POSTER

Can y o u h e l p ?

P a r t i c i p a t e in a r e s e a r c h s t u d y
with an instructional sim ulation.

W h a t y o u w o u l d do:

W h a t ' s in it f o r y o u :

Interested?

it
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APPENDIX D

EYE TRACKING AREAS OF INTEREST

S im u la tio n R e le v a n t
A re a s o f I n te r e s t (AOI)

K n o ts

H e a d in g

The areas of interest (AOI) are the same under both the preferred and neutral aesthetic
conditions.
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APPENDIX E
SIMULATION QUESTIONNAIRE

Questionnaire

Participant #:__________________________

Directions: Thank you for helping us evaluate this simulation. Please answer the questions
below by darkening the appropriate circle. Your responses will help us design a stimulation
that will be useful to ship-handling students.
Indicate the likeliness you would perform the following actions:
1.

H o w lik e ly is it t h a t y o u w ill lo a d t h e s i m u l a t i o n o n y o u r p e r s o n a l c o m p u t e r ?
V ery Likely

Likely

Som ew hat
Likely

N e u tra l

Som ew hat
Unlikely

Unlikely

V ery Unlikely

O

O

O

O

0

0

0

2.

H o w lik e ly is it t h a t y o u w ill lo a d t h e s i m u l a t i o n o n y o u r p e r s o n a l c o m p u t e r in t h e n e x t w e e k ?
V ery Likely

3.

Likely

Som ew hat
Likely

N e u tra l

Som ew hat
Unlikely

Unlikely

V ery Unlikely

Som ew hat

Unlikely

V ery Unlikely

0

0

0

H o w lik e ly is it t h a t y o u w ill u s e t h e s im u l a t i o n in t h e f u t u r e ?
V ery Likely

Likely

Som ew hat

N e u tra l

Likely

0
4.

0

0

Unlikely

0

H o w lik e ly is t h a t y o u w ill u s e t h e s im u la tio n in t h e n e x t w e e k ?
V ery Likely

Likely

Som ew hat
Likely

N e u tra l

Som ew hat
Unlikely

Unlikely

V ery Unlikely

O

O

O

O

0

0

0

5.

H o w lik e ly is it t h a t y o u w ill u s e t h e s i m u l a t i o n s e v e r a l t i m e s ?
Very Likely

Likely

Som ew hat
Likely

N e u tra l

Som ew hat
Unlikely

Unlikely

V ery Unlikely

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Indicate your agreement or disagreement with the following statements:
6.

I w o u ld lik e t o u s e t h i s s im u la tio n a g a i n .

S tron g ly A gree

A gree

S om ew hat
A gree

N e u tra l

Som ew hat
D isagree

D isagree

Strongly
D isagree

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

7.

I d o n o t i n t e n d t o u s e t h i s s im u la tio n in t h e n e a r f u t u r e .
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Strongly Agree

O

8.

Agree

O

S om ew hat
Agree

O

Neutral

O

0

Disagree

0

Strongly
Disagree

0

I d o n o t i n t e n d t o u s e t h i s s i m u la tio n a g a in .

S tro n g ly A g ree

A g ree

Som ew hat

N e u tra l

A gree

0

9.

S om ew hat
Disagree

0

Som ew hat

D isagree

Strongly

D isagree

0

0

D isagree

0

0

0

T h e c o lo r s u s e d in t h e s im u la tio n w e r e a t t r a c t i v e t o m e .

S tro n g ly A g ree

A gree

Som ew hat
A gree

N e u tra l

Som ew hat
D isagree

D isagree

Strongly
D isagree

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 0 . T h e s i m u l a t i o n 's o v e r a ll a p p e a r a n c e w a s a t t r a c t i v e t o m e .
S tro n g ly A g ree

A gree

Som ew hat
A gree

N e u tra l

Som ew hat
D isagree

D isagree

Strongly
D isagree

0

0

0

0

o

o

o

Neutral

S om ew hat

Disagree

1 1 . T h e s im u la tio n b a c k g r o u n d w a s a t t r a c t i v e t o m e .

Strongly Agree

Agree

S om ew hat
A gree

0

0

Strongly

D isagree

0

D isagree

0

0

0

0

N e u tra l

Som ew hat
D isagree

D isagree

Strongly
D isagree

o

o

o

Som ew hat

D isagree

1 2 . T h e s im u la tio n d e ta ils w e re a ttra c tiv e t o m e .
S tro n g ly A g ree

O

A g ree

O

Som ew hat
A gree

O

O

1 3 . S h ip - h a n d l in g is i n t e r e s t i n g t o m e .
S tro n g ly A g ree

A g ree

Som ew hat

N e u tra l

A gree

O

O

O

Strongly

D isagree

O

0

D isagree

0

0

1 4 . B o a ts a r e in te re s tin g t o m e .
S trongly A g ree

O

A g ree

O

Som ew hat
A gree

O

N e u tra l

O

Som ew hat
D isagree

D isagree

Strongly
D isagree

o

o

o

Som ew hat

D isagree

1 5 . T h is s im u la tio n w a s i n t e r e s t i n g t o m e .
S trongly A gree

A gree

Som ew hat

N e u tra l

A gree

O

16.

O

I e n j o y b o a tin g .

O

Strongly

D isagree

O

0

D isagree

0

0
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S tro n g ly A gree

A gree

Som ew hat

N eutral

A gree

o

o

Som ew hat

Strongly

D isagree

D isagree

D isagree

O

O

O

O

Som ew hat

N e u tra l

Som ew hat

D isagree

O

1 7 . I e n jo y w a te r s p o rts .
S tro n g ly A gree

A gree

A gree

Strongly
D isagree

D isagree

0

0

0

0

0

Som ew hat

N e u tra l

Som ew hat

D isagree

1 8 . T h e s i m u la tio n w a s e a s y t o u s e .
S trongly A gree

A g ree

A gree

O

O

O

Strongly

D isagree

O

0

D isagree

0

O

1 9 . T h e s h ip r u d d e r c o n t r o l s w e r e e a s y t o u s e .
S tro n g ly A gree

A g ree

S o m e w h a t A gree

N e u tra l

Som ew hat
D isagree

O

D isagree

Strongly
D isagree

O

O

2 0 . T h e s h ip e n g i n e c o n t r o l s w e r e e a s y t o u s e .
S tro n g ly A gree

A g ree

S o m e w h a t A gree

N eu tral

Som ew hat

D isagree

D isagree

O

O

Strongly
D isagree

O

O

D isagree

Strongly
D isagree

o

o

2 1 . M o v in g f r o m s c r e e n t o s c r e e n w ith in t h e s i m u l a t i o n w a s e a s y .
S tro n g ly A gree

A g ree

S o m e w h a t A gree

N e u tra l

o

o

o

o

Som ew hat
D isagree

o

2 2 . It w a s e a s y t o s e l e c t m y d e s i r e d le v e l o f d if f ic u lty w i th in t h e s i m u la tio n .
S tro n g ly A gree

A gree

S o m e w h a t A gree

N e u tra l

Som ew hat

D isagree

D isagree

Strongly
D isagree

O

o

Som ew hat

D isagree

o

2 3 . I p la y c o m p u t e r g a m e s o f t e n .
S trongly A g ree

A g ree

S o m e w h a t A gree

N eutral

D isagree

S trongly
D isagree

o

0

o

N eutral

Som ew hat
D isagree

D isagree

O

2 4 . I a m g o o d a t c o m p u te r g a m e s.
S trongly A g ree

A g ree

S o m e w h a t A gree

Strongly
D isagree

O

o

O

N e u tra l

Som ew hat

D isagree

o

2 5 . I e n jo y c o m p u te r g a m e s .
S trongly A gree

A gree

S o m e w h a t A gree

D isagree
O

O

Strongly
D isagree

O

0
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2 6 . I o w n se v e ra l c o m p u te r g a m e s.
S tro n g ly A gree

A gree

S o m e w h a t A gree

N e u tra l

Som ew hat

D isagree

S trongly

D isagree

O

O

O

D isagree

O

O

0

N e u tra l

Som ew hat

D isagree

0

2 7 . I p la y o n lin e c o m p u t e r g a m e s re g u la r ly .
S tro n g ly A g ree

A gree

S o m e w h a t A gree

Strongly

D isagree

0

0

D isagree

0

O

O

0

S o m e w h a t A gree

N e u tra l

Som ew hat

D isagree

0

2 8 . I u s e s im u l a t i o n s o f t e n .
S tro n g ly A g ree

A gree

Strongly

Disagree

O

O

O

Disagree

O

O

0

0

2 9 . T h e m o s t i m p o r t a n t t h i n g is t o w in .

Strongly Agree

Agree

S om ew hat Agree

Neutral

S om ew hat
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

0

0

0

0

O

0

0

N e u tra l

Som ew hat

D isagree

3 0 . I g e t u p s e t w h e n o t h e r p e o p l e w in .
S trongly A g ree

A gree

S o m e w h a t A gree

D isagree

O

O

O

Strongly
D isagree

o

o

o

N e u tra l

Som ew hat

D isagree

o

3 1 . In o u r s o c i e t y it is t h e w i n n e r w h o g e t s a h e a d .
S tro n g ly A g ree

A gree

S o m e w h a t A gree

D isagree

0

0

0

O

S trongly
D isagree

O

0

0

Som ew hat
D isagree

D isagree

S trongly
D isagree

0

0

3 2 . In o r d e r t o g e t a h e a d it is i m p o r t a n t t h a t y o u b e v i e w e d a s a w i n n e r .
S tro n g ly A gree

A gree

S o m e w h a t A gree

0

0

0

N e u tra l

O

O

3 3 . I t h i n k it is i m p o r t a n t t o w in .
S tro n g ly A gree

A g ree

S o m e w h a t A gree

N e u tra l

Som ew hat
D isagree

D isagree

Strongly
D isagree

0

0

0

O

O

0

0

34.

I s o m e t i m e s b e n d t h e r u l e s in o r d e r t o w in .
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Strongly Agree

O

Agree

O

S om ew hat Agree

O

Neutral

S om ew hat
Disagree

Disagree

O

O

0

Som ew hat

D isagree

Strongly
Disagree

0

3 5 . It is i m p o r ta n t f o r m e t o d o b e t t e r th a n o t h e r s t u d e n ts .
S trongly A g ree

A gree

S o m e w h a t A gree

N e u tra l

D isagree

0

0

0

O

Strongly
D isagree

O

0

Som ew hat

D isagree

0

3 6 . It is im p o r ta n t t o m e t o d o w ell c o m p a r e d t o o t h e r s in m y class.
S tro n g ly A g ree

A g ree

S o m e w h a t A gree

N e u tra l

D isagree

0

0

0

o

S trongly
D isagree

o

o

0

3 7 . M y g o a l in cla ss is t o g e t a b e t t e r g r a d e t h a n m o s t o f t h e o t h e r s tu d e n ts .
S trongly A gree

A gree

S o m e w h a t A gree

N e u tra l

Som ew hat

D isagree

D isagree

0

0

0

0

S trongly
D isagree

0

0

Som ew hat

D isagree

0

3 8 . I w o rry t h a t I m a y n o t le a rn all t h a t I p o ssib ly c o u ld in class.
S tro n g ly A gree

A gree

S o m e w h a t A gree

N e u tra l

D isagree

0

0

0

O

Strongly
D isagree

0

O

0

3 9 . S o m e tim e s I'm a fra id t h a t I m a y n o t u n d e r s ta n d t h e c o n t e n t o f c la s s a s th o r o u g h ly a s I'd like..
S tro n g ly A g ree

A g ree

S o m e w h a t A gree

N e u tra l

Som ew hat

D isagree

D isagree

0

0

0

O

Strongly
D isagree

0

O

0

4 0 . I'm o f te n c o n c e r n e d t h a t I m a y n o t le a rn all t h a t t h e r e is t o le a r n in c la ss.
S tro n g ly A gree

A g ree

S o m e w h a t A gree

N e u tra l

Som ew hat

D isagree

D isagree

0

0

0

O

Strongly
D isagree

0

O

0

4 1 . I w a n t t o le a rn a s m u c h a s p o ss ib le in class.
S tro n g ly A gree

A g ree

S o m e w h a t A gree

N e u tra l

Som ew hat

D isagree

D isagree

0

42.

0

0

O

O

It is i m p o r ta n t f o r m e t o u n d e r s ta n d t h e c o n t e n t o f a c o u r s e a s th o r o u g h ly a s p o ss ib le .

Strongly
D isagree

0

0
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Strongly Agree

O

43.

Agree

O

S om ew hat Agree

Neutral

S om ew hat
Disagree

o

o

O

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

o

o

I d e s i r e t o c o m p l e t e l y m a s t e r t h e m a t e r i a l p r e s e n t e d in c la s s .

S trongly A gree

A gree

S o m e w h a t A gree

N e u tra l

Som ew hat

D isagree

S trongly

D isagree

O

44.

O

O

O

O

N e u tra l

Som ew hat

D isagree

0

0

I j u s t w a n t t o a v o id d o in g p o o r ly in c la s s .

S tro n g ly A gree

A gree

S o m e w h a t A gree

D isagree

Disagree

O

45.

O

O

o

o

N e u tra l

Som ew hat

o

A gree

S o m e w h a t A gree

D isagree

Disagree

0

0

0

S trongly

Disagree

O

0

0

N e u tra l

Som ew hat

D isagree

0

M y f e a r o f p e r f o r m i n g p o o r ly o f t e n m o t i v a t e s m e .

S trongly A g ree

A gree

S o m e w h a t A gree

D isagree

O

47.

o

M y g o a l in c la s s is t o a v o id p e r f o r m in g p o o r ly .

S tro n g ly A gree

46.

S trongly

Disagree

O

O

o

o

Strongly
D isagree

o

In the space below, please tell us any other observations you feel are important.

o
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When you have completed the questionnaire, raise your hand and the researcher will collect
it from you.
Thank you so much for your help!
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APPENDIX F

FRANKEN, HILL, AND KIRSTEAD’S (1994) WINNING SCALE
Response options on a 7 point Likert scale.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The most important thing is to win.
I get upset when other people win.
In our society it is the winner who gets ahead.
In order to get ahead it is important that you be viewed as a winner.
I think it is important to win.
I sometimes bend the rules in order to win.
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APPENDIX G

ELLIOT AND MCGREGOR’S (2001) ACHIEVEMENT GOAL
QUESTIONNAIRE
Response options on a 7 point Likert scale.
Performance approach:
1. It is important for me to do better than other students
2. It is important for me to do well compared to others in this class
3. My goal in this class is to get a better grade than most of the other students
Mastery avoidance
1. I worry that I may not leam all that I possibly could in this class
2. Sometimes I’m afraid that I may not understand the content of this class as
thoroughly as I’d like
3. I’m often concerned that I may not leam all that there is to leam in this class
Mastery approach
1. I want to leam as much as possible from this class
2. It is important for me to understand the content of this course as thoroughly as
possible
3. I desire to completely master the material presented in this class
Performance avoidance
1. I just want to avoid doing poorly in this class
2. My goal in this class is to avoid performing poorly
My fear of performing poorly in this class is often what motivates me.
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APPENDIX H

INFORMED CONSENT DOCUMENT
OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY
PROJECT TITLE: A ssessm ent of an Instructional Simulation
INTRODUCTION
The purposes of this form are to give you information that may affect your decision whether to
say YES or NO to participation in this research, and to record the consent of those who say YES.
This research is designed to assess different versions of an instructional simulation.

RESEARCHERS
Ginger Watson, Ph.D. and Don Robison, M.S. of the Darden College of Education at Old
Dominion University are conducting this research.

DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH STUDY
Several studies have been conducted looking into the subject of how to best design an
instructional simulation. None of them have fully explained the factors that lead to learners enjoy
the simulation. This study seeks to describe some of the factors that lead to learner enjoyment
of an instructional simulation.
If you decide to participate, then you will join a study involving research of instructional simulation
design, you will be asked to use a new instructional simulation over the course of one week and
provide survey feedback at the end of the week. We ask that you try the simulation a minimum
of two times over the course of one week. In addition, some participants will be asked to
participate in a skill test. If you say YES, then your partiation will last for a maximum of one week
at your home. Approximately 130 students will be participating in this study.

RISKS AND BENEFITS
RISKS: If you decide to participate in this study, there are no foreseeable risks to you. And, as
with any research, there is some possibility that you may be subject to risks that have not yet
been identified.
BENEFITS: The main benefit to you for participating in this study is that you will be able to keep
a copy of the simulation.

COSTS AND PAYMENTS
The researchers want your decision about participating in this study to be absolutely voluntary.
Yet they recognize that your participation may pose some inconvenience. In order to offset any
potential inconvenience, you will receive a $10.00 Visa gift card and the opportunity to participate
in a drawing for one of two $100 Visa gift cards.
NEW INFORMATION
If the researchers find new information during this study that would reasonably change your
decision about participating, then they will give it to you.
CONFIDENTIALITY
The researchers will take reasonable steps to keep private information, such as name, test
scores, and survey responses confidential. The results of this study may be used in reports,
presentations, and publications; but the researcher will not identify you. Of course, your records
may be subpoenaed by court order or inspected by government bodies with oversight authority.
If you choose to participate in the drawing for the Visa gift cards, your identifying information will
be maintained separately from any research data.
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WITHDRAWAL PRIVILEGE
It is OK for you to say NO. Even if you say YES now, you are free to say NO later, and walk away
or withdraw from the study -- at any time. Your decision will not affect your relationship with Old
Dominion University, or otherwise cause a loss of benefits to which you might otherwise be
entitled.
COMPENSATION FOR ILLNESS AND INJURY
If you say YES, then your consent in this document does not waive any of your legal rights.
However, in the event of harm arising from this study, neither Old Dominion University nor the
researchers are able to give you any money, insurance coverage, free medical care, or any other
compensation for such injury. In the event that you suffer injury as a result of participation in any
research project, you may contact Dr. Ginger Watson at 757-683-3246), Dr. George Maihafer the
current IRB chair at 757-683-4520 at Old Dominion University, or the Old Dominion University
Office of Research at 757-683-3460 who will be glad to review the matter with you.
VOLUNTARY CONSENT
By signing this form, you are saying several things. You are saying that you have read this form
or have had it read to you, that you are satisfied that you understand this form, the research study,
and its risks and benefits. The researchers should have answered any questions you may have
had about the research. If you have any questions later on, then the researchers should be able
to answer them:
Dr. Ginger Watson: 757-683-3246
Don Robison:
757-270-1742
If at any time you feel pressured to participate, or if you have any questions about your rights or
this form, then you should call Dr. George Maihafer, the current IRB chair, at 757-683-4520, or
the Old Dominion University Office of Research, at 757-683-3460.
And importantly, by signing below, you are telling the researcher YES, that you agree to
participate in this study. The researcher should give you a copy of this form for your records.

Subject s Printed Name & Signature

INVESTIGATOR’S STATEMENT
I certify that I have explained to this subject the nature and purpose of this research, including
benefits, risks, costs, and any experimental procedures. I have described the rights and
protections afforded to human subjects and have done nothing to pressure, coerce, or falsely
entice this subject into participating. I am aware of my obligations under state and federal laws,
and promise compliance. I have answered the subject's questions and have encouraged him/her
to ask additional questions at any time during the course of this study. I have witnessed the
above signature(s) on this consent form.

Investigators Printed Name & Signature
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APPENDIX I
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET

Participant Number:_______________
Assigned by Researcher
Participant Information Sheet
Thank you for being a participant in our research. Please provide the following
information. For your participation, you will receive a $10 VISA gift card and a
chance to win one of two $100 VISA Gift Cards.

NOTE: This information will be kept confidential. Once the experiment begins,
you will be identified only by your participant identification number.

Name:_____________________________________________________________
Email Address: __________________________________________________
Age:_______________
Gender:

Female

Male (Circle one)

Do you wish to participate in the $100 VISA Gift Card drawing?
No (Circle one)

Yes

You will be notified if you are a gift card winner within two weeks of the beginning of
the experiment.

Again, thank you for your participation in this research!
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APPENDIX J

SCREEN TREATMENTS FOR PAIRED COMPARISON
Full Color

30% Color Saturation
Image B

Image A

Very Simple Full Color

Very Simple 30% Color

Image C

Image D

Simple Full Color

Simple 30% Color

Image E

Image F

Detailed Full Color

Detailed 30% Color

Image H

Image G

Very Detailed Full Color

Very Detailed 30% Color
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APPENDIX K

PAIRED COMPARISON DATA COLLECTION SHEET
Participant Number:
Left
Pair
Designation

Paired Companion Data Sheet
R i^ii

Left
Pair
Designation

R i$ t

□
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APPENDIX L

SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL DATA COLLECTION SHEET

Participant Number:_________________
Image Num ber 1
Instructions:
The purpose of this exercise is to find out how you feel about the image you see. Please rate it
within each pair honestly. Use your first Impressions—don't try to figure out the 'right answer."
Place an "X" over the place that best describes your feelings about the image presented.

This image is...
pleasant_____________________ unpleasant
vibrant_____________________ still
attractive
unattractive
happy_____________________ sad
plain______________________fancy
m o d ern _____________________ old-fashioned
passive_____________________ active
m eaningless_____________________ meaningful
sim ple______________________complex
ch ea p ______________________expensive
fa s t______________________slow
clear______________________hazy
exciting______________________calming
w arm _____________________ cool
usual
unusual
strong
ugly
good

weak
beautiful
bad
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APPENDIX M
EXPERIMENT 2-USER PREFERENCE PROTOCOL
Experiment Room, Equipment, and Materials
Required room configuration. The experiment room will be accessible by
on-campus students, but will be quiet and allow for only the researcher and participant
in the room to minimize distracting stimuli. Ideally, the room will allow the
researcher to maintain a low-moderate level of light so that the simulation screen
display may be optimized. See Figure 5 for set up details.
Required forms, data collection sheets, and disposables. For each
participant, two blank copies of the informed consent form, one participant information
sheet, one VISA Gift Card drawing entry form, one paired comparison observation log
sheet (Appendix K), and eight semantic differential data forms (Appendix L) will be
ready for use.
Required equipment. The semantic differential evaluation images will be
presented using an HP TouchSmart TM2 convertible computer and a 63 cm Acer 2500
HD monitor.
Participant in-processing
Introductions and Consent Form Briefing. Researcher will escort participant
into the experiment room and welcome the participant warmly. The researcher will
describe the purpose of the experiment:
Researcher: “Thank you for helping us with this research. My name is
(researcher name). We are researching ways of designing instructional
simulations so that people who use them will enjoy them. You will be
helping us with that today. Here is what you will be doing today: you
will be presented with eight screens and will be asked to evaluate them
using a form I will give you.
Let’s discuss your role and I will describe the experiment. Then,
you will review a consent form that tells you the purpose of the
experiment. You will sign that form if you agree to continue. This
session today should last about 25 minutes.
Then, I will give you an entry form for the $100 Gift Card drawing,
if you want to participate in that. None of the information on that entry
will be associated with this experiment in any way. We will destroy the
entry forms after the drawing.
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Now, let’s look at the consent form. [Researcher reads form out
loud as participant reads form.] Do you have any questions?
[Researcher answers any questions.] If you would sign the form, that
would be great. You keep one copy and I will keep one copy.
Finally, by participating in this experiment, you can participate in a
drawing to win one of two $ 100 Visa Gift Cards. To enter, I need you
to fill out this entry form. None of the data here will be associated with
the experiment, and we will destroy the form after the drawing.”

Conducting the Experiment
Researcher: “In this part of the experiment, we will show you eight images. For
each of these images, we will ask you to rate them as you view them on this semantic
differential scale. These scales provide two words, like “hot” and “cold” for example.
You place a check in the blank that represents your feelings relating to the screen you
are viewing. You will fill out a different form for each image I show you. As you
look at this first scale, does this make sense?”
Executing a data trial. The participant will mouse forward through one image
at a time. For each image, the participant will complete a new semantic differential
evaluation sheet (these sheets are stapled together in the correct order). This sheet is
presented in Appendix L. For each trial, the data sheet will be keyed by the researcher
to the participant’s number and the screen treatment being evaluated. The participant
will enter all the checkmarks on the form.
Completed data forms will be inspected by the researcher to insure that the
participant’s number and screen identifiers are entered correctly.
Participant out-processing. Thank the student for participating and answer
any questions that may be answered. Do not tell participant the purpose of the
experiment, but offer a copy of the report if the participant is interested. Remind the
participant of the approximate date of the VISA Gift Card drawing and that the winner
will be notified by email.
Data consolidation and filing. The observation log sheet will be completed
immediately upon the completion of a trial keyed to the participant’s participant
number. It will record the date and time of the session, as well as any noteworthy
events during the session. Digital data from the session will be keyed to the participant
number and stored on the experimental laptop until the data is transferred for analysis.
The laptop is password protected. Participant consent forms and Visa Gift Card
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Drawing entry forms will be stored in a locked filing cabinet at VMASC’s Cognition
and Learning Laboratory until they are destroyed at the conclusion of the experiment.
Data conversion. After the participant has been released, the researcher will record
the participant responses as numbers as described below.

Ugly_________________________ Beautiful
C o n v e r s i o n Points...

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

NOTE: The points will increase in the positive direction. In this example, the seven
points would be the highest evaluation of “beautiful.” If the words had been switched
so that “ugly” was to the right and “beautiful” to the left, then the points would have
been switched as well.
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APPENDIX N
SCREEN CAPTURE GROUPS

Group A-Preferred Aesthetic
Im age A-Pref

Image B-Pref

Group B-Neutral Aesthetic
Im age A-Neut

Im age B-Neut

Im age C-Neut

Im age D-Neut

Image E-Neut
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APPENDIX O

EXPERIMENT 1-FOCUSED ATTENTION PROTOCOL
Experiment Room, Equipment, and Materials
Required room configuration. The experiment room will be accessible by
on-campus students, but will be quiet and allow for only the researcher and participant
in the room to minimize distracting stimuli. Ideally, the room will allow the
researcher to maintain a low-moderate level of light so that the simulation screen
display may be optimized. See Figure 5 for set up details.
Required forms, data collection sheets, and disposables. For each
participant, two blank copies of the informed consent form, one participant information
sheet, one VISA Gift Card drawing entry form, and one observation log sheet will be
ready for use.
Required equipment. Eye tracking will be monitored and recorded using the
Smart-Eye Pro 6.0 and Smart Remote 1.3 eye tracking system. Data from the eye
tracker will be compiled in the internal logging system.
Participant in-processing
Introductions and Consent Form Briefing. Researcher will escort participant
into the experiment room and welcome the participant warmly. The researcher will
describe the purpose of the experiment:
“Thank you for helping us with this research. My name is
(researcher name). We are researching ways of designing instructional
simulations so that people who use them will enjoy them. You will be
helping us with that today. Here is what will happen: first, we will
discuss your role and I will describe the experiment. Then, you will
review a consent form that tells you the purpose of the experiment. You
will sign that form if you agree to continue. This session today should
last about 15 minutes.
Then, I will give you an entry form for the $ 100 Gift Card drawing,
if you want to participate in that. None of the information on that entry
will be associated with this experiment in any way. We will destroy the
entry forms after the drawing.
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Then you will do your part. In this experiment, we will use an eye
tracker to monitor and measure your eye movements as you look at 10
different images. These are screen captures from an instructional
simulation that was developed to train Coast Guard ship-handling
students how to dock a ship. Your job is to simply look at them for
about 6 seconds each. Does that make sense?”
[Allow time for participant to answer]
Now, let’s look at the consent form. [Researcher reads form out
loud as participant reads form.] Do you have any questions?
[Researcher answers any questions.] If you would sign the form, that
would be great. You keep one copy and I will keep one copy.
Finally, by participating in this experiment, you can participate in a
drawing to win one of two $100 Visa Gift Cards. To enter, I need you
to fill out this entry form. None of the data here will be associated with
the experiment, and we will destroy the form after the drawing.
Thank you. “
Equipment Application and Calibration. Researcher describe the Eye
Tracker. And tell participant how it will be used.
“Let’s get started.”
[Adjust eye tracker stimulus monitor to height of participant, and
adjust cameras as necessary to position face squarely in center of
picture]
“Okay, now we need to calibrate the equipment.” [Conduct eye
tracking calibration as per Smart-Eye Pro 6.0 Camera eye tracking
system operator manual].
[Check logging text file to insure tracking data is appending
properly]
[When Eye Tracking data feed check is satisfactory, begin the data
collection as described below.]
Executing a data trial. This script will be followed precisely as depicted. The
slides will be presented for 6 seconds. A gray slide will be presented between each test
image. The image groups are pictured in Appendix J.
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“Good, we are ready to start now. Here is what we will do, you
will see a gray screen, I will give you a 5 second warning that I will
present an image, and all you have to do is look at it for 6 seconds. You
don’t have to do anything with it, you don’t have to remember it, just
look at it. Does that make sense?
So, I will say ‘Image in 5 seconds, 4, 3 ...’, and then I will be silent.
The image will come up right on time, so you can ready yourself to pay
attention to it. The gray slide that will come up before each image will
tell you what part of the simulation it is, so you have some idea of what
you are looking at. Ready?”
[Check Eye Tracking data feed for satisfactory collection.]
“Okay, let’s begin. I am going to show you a total of 10 images
from two instructional simulations. Your task is to look at them.
Ready?”
“Image in 5 seconds, 4, 3...” [Present image 1 timed for 6 second
presentation]
[Go to gray slide. The gray slide is presented for 35 seconds
before the researcher says...]
“Image in 5 seconds, 4, 3.. .’’[Present image 2 timed for 6 second
presentation]
[Go to gray slide. The gray slide is presented for 35 seconds
before the researcher says...]
“Image in 5 seconds, 4, 3...” [Present image 3 timed for 6 second
presentation]
[Go to gray slide. The gray slide is presented for 35 seconds
before the researcher says...]
“Image in 5 seconds, 4, 3...” [Present image 4 timed for 6 second
presentation]
[Go to gray slide. The gray slide is presented for 35seconds before
the researcher says...]
“Image in 5 seconds, 4, 3...” [Present image 5 timed for 6 second
presentation]
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[Go to gray slide. The gray slide is presented for 35 seconds
before the researcher says...]
“Image in 5 seconds, 4, 3...” [Present image 6 timed for 6 second
presentation]
[Go to gray slide. The gray slide is presented for 35 seconds
before the researcher says...]
“Image in 5 seconds, 4, 3...” [Present image 7 timed for 6 second
presentation]
[Go to gray slide. The gray slide is presented for 35 seconds
before the researcher says...]
“Image in 5 seconds, 4, 3...” [Present image 8 timed for 6 second
presentation]
[Go to gray slide. The gray slide is presented for 35 seconds
before the researcher says...]
“Image in 5 seconds, 4, 3...” [Present image 9 timed for 6 second
presentation]
[Go to gray slide. The gray slide is presented for 35 seconds
before the researcher says...]
“Image in 5 seconds, 4, 3...” [Present image 10 timed for 6 second
presentation]
[Go to black slide. ]
After presenting the last slide, tell participant:
“Thank you for your assistance. [Commence out-processing]
Participant out-processing. Thank the student for participating and answer
any questions that may be answered. Do not tell participant the purpose of the
experiment, but offer a copy of the report if the participant is interested. Remind the
participant of the approximate date of the VISA Gift Card drawing and that the winner
will be notified by email.
Data consolidation and filing. The observation log sheet will be completed
immediately upon the completion of a trial keyed to the participant’s participant
number. It will record the date and time of the session, as well as any noteworthy
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events during the session. Digital data from the session will be keyed to the participant
number and stored on the experimental laptop until the data is transferred for analysis.
The laptop is password protected. Participant consent forms and Visa Gift Card
Drawing entry forms will be stored in a locked filing cabinet at VMASC’s Cognition
and Leaning Laboratory until they are destroyed at the conclusion of the experiment.
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APPENDIX P

EXPERIMENT 3-PERSISTENCE AND USE INTENT PROTOCOL
Experiment Room, Equipment, and Materials
Required room configuration. The experiment room will be accessible by
on-campus students, but will be quiet and allow for only the researcher and participant
in the room to minimize distracting stimuli. Ideally, the room will allow the
researcher to maintain a low-moderate level of light so that the simulation screen
display may be optimized.
Required forms, data collection sheets, and disposables. For each
participant, two blank copies of the informed consent form, one participant information
sheet, one VISA Gift Card drawing entry form, one observation log sheet, and one
posttest record sheet will be ready for use. In addition, two copies of the intention
questionnaire will be ready for use.
Table C
Item
#
1
2
3
4
5
6

: Requiredforms, data collection sheets, and disposables
Description
Informed Consent Forms
Participant Information Sheet
Observation Log Sheet
Posttest Record Sheet
VISA Gift Card Drawing Entry Form
Intention Questionnaire

Quantity
2
1
1
1
1
2

Required equipment. The simulation images will be presented using an HP
TouchSmart TM2 convertible computer and a 43 cm HD monitor.
Participant in-processing
Introductions and Consent Form Briefing. Researcher will escort participant
into the experiment room and welcome the participant warmly. The researcher will
describe the purpose of the experiment:
“Thank you for helping us with this research. My name is
(researcher name). We are researching ways of designing instructional
simulations so that people who use them will enjoy them. You will be
helping us with that today. Here is what will happen: first, we will
discuss your role and I will describe the experiment. Then, you will
review a consent form that tells you the purpose of the experiment. You
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will sign that form if you agree to continue. This session today should
last about 50 minutes.
Then, I will give you an entry form for the $100 Gift Card drawing,
if you want to participate in that. None of the information on that entry
will be associated with this experiment in any way. We will destroy the
entry forms after the drawing.
Then you will do your part. In this experiment, you will use a
simulation and then complete a questionnaire about it. You will use the
simulation for one run—it won’t take long—and then complete a
questionnaire.
After that, we have another short activity for you. But, you have to
wait 10 minutes before you can do that. So, we’ve gotten some new
magazines for you, you can look at your cellphone if you have it, you
can use the simulation again. But, because of the nature of the follow-on
activity, we can’t let you do other things, and you have to stay in the
room. Does that make sense? ” [Answer any questions]

[In the event that a participant pushes for another activity, say: “I
am sorry. The follow-on activity is kind of sensitive, so we have to limit
the things you can do in the break. “]
Now, let’s look at the consent form. [Researcher reads form out
loud as participant reads form.] Do you have any questions?
[Researcher answers any questions.] If you would sign the form, that
would be great. You keep one copy and I will keep one copy.
Finally, by participating in this experiment, you can participate in a
drawing to win one of two $100 Visa Gift Cards. To enter, I need you
to fill out this entry form. None of the data here will be associated with
the experiment, and we will destroy the form after the drawing.
Thank you.”
Orientation to the simulation. Researcher describes the purpose of the
simulation and the participant’s activities in the experiment.
“Let’s get started. You are going to use a ship-handling
simulation that is designed to help students learn how to dock at Coast
Guard ship. There are actually different versions of the simulation that
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we are testing. Your task is to get acquainted with how it works, and
then use the simulation for 1 run.
You will use the simulation once and then you will complete a
questionnaire about it. All of that will take between 10 and 15 minutes.
Then, we need for you to relax for 10 minutes. At the end of that
time, we have a quick activity for you. Like I said earlier, during this
time you can look at these publications, you can use the simulation
again, or you can view your cellphone. But, because of the nature of the
follow-on activity, we can’t let you do other things, and you have to stay
in the room.
It will make sense in the end.
Ready to start?”
[Researcher will show participant how to use the simulation and
actually start a first run. This run will be very short, steering the ship
intentionally into the shoal water to the left. When the simulation
resets, hand over control to the participant. Researcher should not help
participant, but can offer some advice or answer questions. The
experiment is not testing how well the participant understands the
simulation, but rather, after having used it, disposition towards using it
again.]
Participant use of simulation. At this point, the participant runs 1 simulation
trial.
[Observe trials. After participant has completed 1 trial, say:]
“Okay, that was 1 trial. Now, please complete this questionnaire.”
[answer any questions]
[When participant completes questionnaire, take it and say:]
“Okay, now you can take a little break. During this next 10
minutes you can look at these publications, you can use the simulation
again, or you can look at your cellphone if you have it. Then we will
have you do a short follow-on activity. We must ask you to stay in the
room. Thank you for doing this. [Researcher breaks off and starts
messing with data]
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[During this discretionary time, periodically check on participant
activity, note in observation log. After 10 minutes, bring up the
simulation posttest and say:]
Posttest conduct. With the participant logged into the simulation, the
researcher selects the posttest option (by clicking on the upper left comer of the
simulation screen) within the simulation.
“Okay, now it is time for the last activity. We are going to see if
you can dock the ship. We have a special test programmed into the
simulation. You will dock the ship 3 times from a place equivalent to
about 500 yards from the pier. Your task is to dock the ship in the green
box going less than 1 knot before you hit the pier. The weather
conditions will become more challenging with each ran. Ready? Any
questions? [answer questions] Okay, you can begin.”
[The simulation will record the posttest data. The data sheets are
for back-up.]
Participant out-processing. Thank the student for participating and answer
any questions that may be answered. Do not tell participant the purpose of the
experiment, but offer a copy of the report if the participant is interested. Remind the
participant of the approximate date of the VISA Gift Card drawing and that the winner
will be notified by email.
Data consolidation and filing. The observation log sheet will be completed
immediately upon the completion of a trial keyed to the participant’s participant
number. It will record the date and time of the session, as well as any noteworthy
events during the session. Digital data from the session will be keyed to the participant
number and stored on the experimental laptop until the data is transferred for analysis.
The laptop is password protected. Participant consent forms and Visa Gift Card
Drawing entry forms will be stored in a locked filing cabinet at VMASC’s Cognition
and Leaning Laboratory until they are destroyed at the conclusion of the experiment.
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APPENDIX Q
SIMULATION POSTTEST CHECKLIST
Participant Number:___________________________
Directions:

All items are Yes/No and the points are associated with “yes” responses.

The posttest consists of three approaches that are programmed into the simulation. The
researcher will select the posttest option for the participant within the simulation.
Posttest Trial 1
#
Task
1
Position ship for final approach (1 point)
2
Maintain appropriate speed within 300 feet from
pier (<3kts) (1 point)
Maintain appropriate speed within 100 feet from
3
the pier (<2kts) (1 point)
4
In mooring “box” moving less than 1 kt (1 point)
Total Points for Trial (4 possible points)

Correctly Performed?
Yes
No

Assigned
Paints

Posttest Trial 2
#
Task
1
Position ship for final approach (1 point)
2
Maintain appropriate speed within 300 feet from
pier (<3kts) (1 point)
Maintain appropriate speed within 100 feet from
3
the pier (<2kts) (1 point)
In mooring “box” moving less than 1 kt (1 point)
4
Total Points for Trial (4 possible points)

Correctly Performed?
No
Yes

Assigned
Points

Posttest Trial 3
#
Task
Position ship for final approach (1 point)
1
Maintain appropriate speed within 300 feet from
2
pier (<3kts) (1 point)
Maintain appropriate speed within 100 feet from
3
the pier (<2kts) (1 point)
4
In mooring “box” moving less than 1 kt (1 point)
Total Points for Trial (4 possible points)

Correctly Performed?
Yes
No

Assigned
Points

Cumulative score for all three trials:

(12 maximum)

APPENDIX R

WORLD INTERSECT COORDINATE GRAPHICAL PLOTS

Image A-Pref

V e c to r M o o r

World Intersect Coordinates

Fixation pattern in 500ms time steps

Image A-Neut

Ve c to r M o o r
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Image B-Pref

Image B-Neut

W orld Intersect C oordinates

Fixation p a tte rn in 500m s tim e step s

Note: A fixation pattern is different from
the simple progression of world intersect
points. This graph depicts the progress
of fixations over the course of 6 seconds
in 500ms increments. This is a pattern of
interest.
r

World Intersect Coordinates

Image D-Pref

World Intersect Coordinates

Image D-Neut
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Image E-Pref

World Intersect Coordinates

Image E-Neut
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APPENDIX S

LABORATORY LUX METER READINGS LOG
Day
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Monday

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Friday

Date
9/4/14
9/5/14
9/6/14
9/8/14
9/8/14
9/8/14
9/8/14
9/8/14
9/9/14
9/9/14
9/9/14
9/10/14
9/10/14
9/10/14
9/11/14
9/11/14
9/11/14
9/11/14
9/12/14
9/12/14

Time
1500
1330
1400
0750
0845
1205
1517
1715
0715
1245
1500
0740
1535
1745
0650
1015
1248
1803
0755
1400

Head Level
145
146
127
163
146
168
169
171
164
174
171
165
168
171
162
166
161
174
157
166

Ambient
85
98
78
78
80
78
78
81
82
83
81
77
80
81
72
76
72
98
74
76

Screen
173
171
171
171
170
170
168
173
170
172
171
167
171
174
171
168
168
173
171
172
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APPENDIX T

SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS PER
IMAGE
Image
E
Attractiveness Rank3
Pleasant-Unpleasant
Vibrant-Still
Attractive-Unattractive
Happy-Sad
Plain-Fancy
M odem -Old-fashioned
Passive-Active
MeaninglessMeaningful
Simple-Complex
Cheap-Expensive
Fast-Slow
Clear-Hazy
Exciting-Calming
Warm-Cool
Usual-Unusual
Strong-Weak
Ugly Beautiful
Good-Bad

M

C

G

F

H

D

A

B

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

5.33

5.45

4.55

4.66

3.45

3.14

3.33

2.17
0.76

SD

1.16

1.37

1.55

1.47

1.24

1.25

1.63

M

4.90

5.35

5.17

3.55

3.90

2.79

3.20

1.93

SD

1.28

1.46

1.10

1.48

1.54

1.15

1.62

0.88

M

5.47

5.13

4.69

4.28

3.34

2.97

2.70

1.93

SD

1.05

1.38

1.58

1.22

0.97

1.21

1.23

0.70

M

5.43

5.74

3.90

5.07

3.07

3.69

4.33

2.10

SD

1.35

0.77

1.57

1.62

1.49

1.71

1.93

1.18

M
SD

2.90

2.32

3.31

3.83

4.34

5.17

4.33

5.69

1.15

0.98

1.42

1.28

1.74

1.36

1.47

0.93

M

3.50

4.45

2.97

4.97

3.79

5.38

6.70

6.45

SD

1.57

1.55

1.55

1.21

1.42

1.18

0.54

0.63

M

3.10

3.26

2.66

3.83

3.38

4.52

4.87

5.69

SD

1.34

1.40

1.61

1.10

1.72

1.38

1.75

1.04

M

4.27

3.32

4.93

3.69

4.14

2.76

1.77

1.93

SD

1.20

1.33

1.60

1.42

1.73

1.33

0.99

1.16

M

4.17

3.94

4.55

2.93

3.93

2.93

3.60

2.83

1.73

1.22

2.13

1.58

4.03

2.83

2.27

2.62

SD

1.38

1.26

1.45

1.46

M

4.40

4.45

4.83

3.38

SD

1.49

1.24

1.54

1.70

1.95

1.14

1.39

1.27

M

3.23

3.16

2.76

3.10

3.24

4.38

4.63

5.17

SD

1.07

1.11

1.15

1.57

1.68

1.01

1.88

1.36

M

3.70

4.77

2.10

5.03

2.79

5.10

6.50

6.41

SD

1.35

1.37

1.21

1.50

1.68

1.63

0.87

0.78

M
SD

4.63

4.32

4.93

3.21

4.14

2.83

2.97

2.93

1.09

1.27

1.33

1.35

1.13

1.14

1.41

1.36
3.07

M

4.10

4.58

4.62

2.79

3.76

2.83

3.37

SD

1.46

1.66

1.29

1.63

1.48

1.28

1.69

1.71

M

4.80

4.90

4.28

4.31

3.66

3.69

3.33

2.93

SD

1.28

1.10

1.36

1.63

1.54

1.47

1.40

1.41

M

4.93

4.84

5.21

3.55

4.07

3.21

2.97

2.59

SD

1.09

1.43

1.29

1.59

1.60

1.45

1.08

1.40

M

4.80

4.77

4.38

4.21

3.31

3.03

2.70

2.10

SD

1.25

1.39

1.76

1.11

1.37

1.30

1.20

0.94

M

5.50

5.29

4.62

4.55

3.76

3.34

3.03

2.55

SD

1.09

1.11

1.63

1.57

1.38

1.42

1.24

1.09

a Attractiveness ranking is derived directly from the Attractive-Unattractive Semantic Differential item.
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APPENDIX U
SIMULATION QUESTIONNAIRE DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
Neutral
Preferred
Aesthetic
Aesthetic
Questionnaire Item
F
M SD
M
SD

P

n2

Subscale: Future Use Intent

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

How likely is it that you will load the simulation on your
personal computer?3
How likely is it that you will load the simulation on your
personal computer in the next week?3
How likely is it that you will use the simulation in the
future?3
How likely is that you will use the simulation in the next
week?3
How likely is it that you will use the simulation several
times?3
I would like to use this simulation again.b
I do not intend to use this simulation in the near future.b
I do not intend to use this simulation again.b

5.70

1.24

4.77

1.70

5.936

.018*

.093

5.40

1.38

4.80

1.63

2.373

.129

.039

5.63

0.96

5.10

1.67

2.298

.135

.038

4.63

1.47

4.60

1.77

.006

.937

.000

5.30

1.47

4.60

1.90

2.545

.116

.042

5.70
5.50
5.93

1.32
1.25
0.91

5.60
5.00
5.27

1.13
1.26
1.48

.099
2.377
4.407

.754
.129
.040*

.002
.039
.071

5.10
5.27
5.00
5.10

1.27
0.94
0.91
1.27

4.87
4.83
4.69
4.33

1.07
1.21
1.07
1.42

.591
2.401
1.440
4.853

.445
.127
.235
.032*

.010
.040
.025
.077

6.17
6.40
6.17
6.50
6.13

1.00
0.67
0.53
0.73
0.94

6.03
6.23
6.07
6.27
6.23

1.10
0.97
0.75
0.87
0.86

.258
.596
.334
1.268
.186

.614
.443
.566
.265
.668

.004
.010
.006
.021
.003

5.73
5.53
6.00

1.28
1.33
1.05

6.03
5.80
5.90

0.81
0.85
0.99

1.172
.856
.143

.284
.359
.706

.020
.015
.002

4.96

1.00

5.03

1.16

.059

.810

.001

5.63

0.96

5.47

1.07

.400

.530

.007

4.37
2.03
.540
.466
I play computer games often.b
3.97 2.19
1.56 1.946
I am good at computer games.b
4.00 2.10
4.67
.168
I enjoy computer games.b
5.21
1.35 2.026
.160
4.53 2.18
2.07
.757
I own several computer games.b
3.57 2.37
4.07
.388
1.97 0.000 1.000
I play online computer games regularly.b
3.30 2.26
3.30
I use simulations often.b
3.59
1.57
.374
3.33 1.60
.543
* p < .05
3 - 7 point Likert scale: Very Likely, Likely, Somewhat Likely, Neutral, Somewhat Unlikely, Unlikely,
Very Unlikely.
b- 7 point Likert scale: Strongly Agree, Agree, Somewhat Agree, Neutral, Somewhat Disagree, Disagree,
Strongly Disagree.
c - (1,58)

.009
.032
.034
.013
.00
.007

Subscale: Attractiveness of Simulation

9.
10.
11.
12.

The colors used in the simulation were attractive to me.b
The simulation’s overall appearance was attractive to me.b
The simulation background was attractive to me.b
The simulation details were attractive to me.b

Subscale: Nautical Interest

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Ship-handling is interesting to me.b
Boats are interesting to me.b
This simulation was interesting to me.b
1 enjoy boating.b
I enjoy water sports.b

Subscale: Usability

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

The simulation was easy to use.b
The ship rudder controls were easy to use.b
The ship engine controls were easy to use.b
Moving from screen to screen within the simulation was
easy.6
It was easy to select my desired level of difficulty within
the simulation.b

Subscale: Gaming Interest

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
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Questionnaire Item

Preferred
Aesthetic
M
SD

Neutral
Aesthetic
M
SD

3.63
4.37
4.30

1.83
2.09
1.97

3.23
4.63
4.20

1.70
1.45
1.40

2.035
.772
.329

.159
.383
.568

0.000

4.93

1.57

5.03

1.40

.051

.821

.013

2.93
3.63

1.83
1.83

3.53
3.23

1.55
1.70

.068
1.867

.796
.177

.006
.001

F

P

**

Subscale: Franken, Hill and Kirstead’s (1994)
W inning Scale (WIN)

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

The most important thing is to win.b
I get upset when other people win.b
In our society it is the winner who gets ahead.b
In order to get ahead it is important that you be
viewed as a winner.b
I think it is important to win.b
I sometimes bend the rules in order to win.b

.007
.034

Subscale: Elliot and M cGregor’s (2001)
Achievement Goal Questionnaire

It is important for me to do better than other
.119
4.60 1.54
1.01 2.508
5.13
students.b
36. It is important to me to do well compared to
5.23 1.61
5.33
1.15
.076
.783
others in my class.b
37. My goal in class is to get a better grade than most
4.59 1.76
4.93
1.48
.671
.416
of the other students.b
38. I worry that I may not learn all that I possibly
4.77 1.36
5.00
1.68
.350
.556
could in class.b
39. Sometimes I’m afraid that I may not understand
5.13 0.97
5.40
1.59
.615
.436
the content of class as thoroughly as I’d like.b
40. I’m often concerned that 1 may not learn all that
5.00
.829
4.67 1.30
1.53
.366
there is to learn in class.b
.324
41. I want to leam as much as possible in class.b
6.07 0.91
.571
5.93 0.91
42. It is important for me to understand the content
.354
5.90 1.06
6.13 0.86
.874
of a course as thoroughly as possible.b
43 I desire to completely master the material
5.13 1.33
5.57
1.30 1.620
.208
presented in class.b
44. I just want to avoid doing poorly in class.b
5.07 1.79
5.63
1.35 1.874
.176
5.77
1.19
.984
45. My goal in class is to avoid performing poorly.b
5.38 1.76
.325
46. My fear of performing poorly often motivates
1.32
.050
5.73 0.94
5.80
.823
m e.b
a - 7 point Likert scale: Very Likely, Likely, Somewhat Likely, Neutral, Somewhat Unlikely, Unlikely,
Very Unlikely.
b- 7 point Likert scale: Strongly Agree, Agree, Somewhat Agree, Neutral, Somewhat Disagree, Disagree,
Strongly Disagree.
c - (1,58)
35.

.001
.032
.041
.001
.012
.006
.010
.014
.006
.015
.027
.032
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APPENDIX V
SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
Table VI.
Means, Standard Deviations, and One-Way Analyses o f Variance fo r the Effects o f Color on
Semantic Differential Assessments o f Simulation Images

Semantic Diff. Pair

Full
Color
M
SD

30% Diffused
Color
M
SD

1.49
1.65
3.33
4.68
1.65
3.02
1.48
4.66
1.34
1.69
3.11
4.50
1.84
1.63
3.46
4.87
1.52
3.19
1.47
4.76
4.40
1.99
5.17
1.48
3.45
1.78
1.57
4.36
1.64
1.76
3.11
3.58
1.64
3.15
1.55
4.07
1.62
1.76
3.19
4.01
1.64
3.43
1.53
3.99
4.31
2.03
1.94
4.87
1.51
3.25
1.36
4.23
4.19
1.64
3.09
1.56
1.44
1.57
4.36
3.63
1.54
3.35
1.58
4.50
1.65
3.16
4.17
1.38
1.62
1.53
4.64
3.55
Note - The highest mean for each word pair is in bold type.
Pleasing-Unpleasing
Vibrant-Still
Attractive-Unattract.
Happy-Sad
Plain-Fancy
Modem-Old Fash.
Passive-Active
Meaningful-M.less
Simple-Complex
Cheap-Expensive
Fast-Slow
Clear-Hazy
Exciting-Calming
Warm-Cool
Usual-Unusual
Strong-Weak
Ugly-Beautiful
Good-Bad

F(l,238)

P

43.81
65.42
49.68
39.37
66.32
11.59
17.19
4.52
19.54
13.82
7.51
4.74
27.60
28.08
13.98
32.94
26.43
28.41

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.035
0.001
0.001
0.007
0.030
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

n.2
.156
.216
.173
.142
.219
.047
.068
.019
.076
.055
.031
.020
.104
.106
.056
.122
.100
.107
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Table V2.
Means, Standard Deviations, and One-Way Analyses o f Variance fo r the Effects o f Complexity on Semantic Differential Assessments o f Simulation
Images
S im p le

M o d . S im p le

M o d . C o m p lex

C o m p le x

Semantic Diff. Pair

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

F(3,236)

P

n.2

Pleasing-Unpleasing
Vibrant-Still
Attractive-Unattract.
Happy-Sad
Plain-Fancy
Modem-Old Fash.
Passive-Active
Meaningful-M.less
Simple-Complex
Cheap-Expensive
Fast-Slow
Clear-Hazy
Exciting-Calming
Warm-Cool
Usual-Unusual
Strong-Weak
Ugly-Beautiful
Good-Bad

2.74

1.38

4.33

1.75

5.00

1.36

4.02

1.49

23.972

.000

.234

2.54

1.51

4.12

1.84

4.24

1.55

4.54

1.47

19.031

.000

.195

2.31

1.07

4.08

1.69

4.88

1.29

4.03

1.46

36.300

.000

.317

3.20

1.93

4.75

1.67

5.25

1.49

3.51

1.57

20.524

.000

.208

5.00

1.38

3.70

1.86

3.36

1.31

3.78

1.68

12.575

.000

.138

6.57

0.59

4.90

1.46

4.22

1.60

3.36

1.53

61.079

.000

.438

5.25

1.55

3.87

1.53

3.46

1.29

2.98

1.70

24.642

.000

.239

1.85

1.05

3.05

1.35

3.98

1.37

4.56

1.69

44.080

.000

.360

3.21

1.92

3.45

1.38

3.56

1.53

4.25

1.60

4.529

.004

.055

2.43

1.31

3.67

1.46

3.90

1.69

4.47

1.80

18.116

.000

.188

4.90

1.61

3.75

1.24

3.17

1.35

2.97

1.46

22.438

.000

.223

6.48

0.81

4.93

1.52

4.36

1.62

2.53

1.59

79.235

.000

.503

2.92

1.41

3.60

1.44

3.93

1.44

4.58

1.32

14.577

.000

.157

3.18

1.68

3.73

1.74

3.46

1.71

4.24

1.48

4.441

.005

.054

3.11

1.38

4.32

1.43

4.56

1.49

4.02

1.51

11.401

.000

.127

2.79

1.25

4.05

1.65

4.25

1.54

4.68

1.57

17.533

.000

.183

2.43

1.09

3.93

1.60

4.51

1.24

3.86

1.64

23.791

.000

.233

2.82

1.19

4.35

1.60

5.03

1.43

4.24

1.59

24.427

.000

.238

Note - The highest m ean for each word pair is in bold type.
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